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ABSTRACT 

Ruokolainen, Visa 
Studying factors that contribute to uncoating of enteroviruses 
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2020, 61 p. 
(JYU Dissertations 
ISSN 2489-9003; 302) 
ISBN 978-951-39-8345-1 
Yhteenveto: Enterovirusten avautumiseen vaikuttavien tekijöiden tutkiminen 
Diss. 

Enteroviruses are small, non-enveloped viruses with a positive sense single 
stranded RNA genome. They cause different diseases in humans, usually with 
symptoms of common cold, but also more severe acute and chronic infections 
such as encephalitis and type 1 diabetes. Although the structure and infection 
pathway of many enteroviruses is rather well-known, many important details 
remain unresolved. For some enteroviruses receptor binding or low pH has 
been shown to convert them from an intact to an intermediate particle, which is 
needed for successful infection. However, B-species enteroviruses do not rely 
on the same factors e.g. low pH for efficient infection. Furthermore, the decisive 
factor releasing the enterovirus genome, is still unknown. Learning these miss-
ing factors is important for understanding the virus infection in more detail, 
that in turn provides basis for developing antiviral strategies. This study con-
centrates on two B-species enteroviruses, echovirus 1 and coxsackievirus A9, 
aiming to resolve if physiological factors, serum albumin and ion changes dur-
ing the virus infection, trigger the virus transformation from intact to altered 
particles, and possibly further to genome release. We found that both factors 
contribute to formation of an intermediate particle of both viruses. Further-
more, specific changes in the ionic milieu led to the final genome release. The 
studied factors resulted in rather similar changes in their cryo-EM structures 
that are found for other enteroviruses primed using factors such as heat, low 
pH and receptor binding. However, we found that priming the coxsackievirus 
A9 using ion changes or albumin resulted in slightly different changes in virus 
capsid proteins: albumin resulted in more stable virus intermediate particle, 
whereas ions altered the virus capsid into a stage closer to the genome release. 
In the third part of this study, the aim was to develop a novel tool for live cell 
imaging of enterovirus entry and uncoating. We first solved the structure of in-
tercalating RNA dye SYBR green II, modified it for better fluorescent properties 
and different binding capabilities, and finally verified its superiority in virus 
uncoating assays. 

Keywords: Albumin; enterovirus uncoating; fluorescence measurement; ge-
nome release; intercalating fluorophore; intermediate particle; ions. 

Visa Ruokolainen, University of Jyväskylä, Department of Biological and Environmen-
tal Science, P.O. Box 35, FI-40014 University of Jyväskylä, Finland 
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Enterovirukset ovat pieniä ja vaipattomia viruksia, joiden perimä on polaari-
suudeltaan positiivista, yksijuosteista RNA:ta. Ne aiheuttavat sairauksia, joiden 
oireet ovat yleensä lieviä, mutta infektio voi johtaa myös vakavampiin akuut-
teihin ja kroonisiin tulehduksiin, kuten aivokuumeeseen ja ykköstyypin diabe-
tekseen. Enteroviruksia on tutkittu pitkään ja esimerkiksi poliovirus on hyvin 
tunnettu enterovirus. Virusten rakenne ja infektion kulku tunnetaan pääpiir-
teissään tarkkaan, mutta silti moni tärkeä yksityiskohta on vielä selvittämättä. 
Reseptoriin sitoutuminen tai alhainen pH aloittaa useilla enteroviruksilla avau-
tumisprosessin. Usea B-tyypin enterovirus ei kuitenkaan reagoi näihin tekijöi-
hin ja molekyylejä, jotka vapauttavat perimän välimuotoisesta partikkelista, ei 
tunneta. Puuttuvien tekijöiden tunnistaminen on tärkeää, ei pelkästään virusten 
elinkaaren tuntemiseksi, vaan myös antiviraalihoitojen mahdollistamiseksi. 
Tämä väitöskirja keskittyy B-ryhmän enterovirusten, echovirus 1:n ja coxs-
ackievirus A9:n avautumiseen johtavien tekijöiden määrittelyyn ja niiden ai-
heuttamien muutosten tutkimiseen. Löysimme kahden fysiologisen tekijän, al-
bumiin ja infektion aikana muuttuvien ioniolosuhteiden, aiheuttavan muutok-
sen natiivista viruksesta välimuotoiseksi partikkeliksi. Lisäksi tietyt muutokset 
ioniolosuhteissa johtivat virusten perimän vapautumiseen. Tutkitut tekijät ai-
heuttivat viruksissa muutoksia, joita on havaittu myös toisten enterovirusten 
välimuotoisilla partikkeleilla. Lisäksi ionit ja albumiini saivat aikaan keskenään 
erilaisen muutoksen coxsackievirus A9:n rakenteessa siten, että albumiini ai-
heutti vakaamman välimuodon, kun taas ionit aiheuttivat lähempänä perimän 
vapautumista olevan muodon. Tutkimuksen kolmannessa osassa pyrimme ke-
hittämään uusia elävien solujen infektiossa käytettäviä fluoresoivia merkkiai-
neita. Ratkaisimme paljon käytetyn kaupallisen SYBR green II:n merkkiaineen 
rakenteen, paransimme sen fluoresenssikykyä, kehitimme siitä eri kemiallisiin 
ryhmiin liitettäviä muotoja ja totesimme sen toimivuuden viruksen avautumis-
kokeissa. 
 
Avainsanat: Albumiini; enterovirusten avautuminen; fluoresenssimittaus; ionit; 
interkaloituva fluorofori; perimän vapautuminen; viruksen välimuotopartikke-
li. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Enteroviruses (EVs) are a large group of viruses infecting animals and humans. 
Majority of the diseases caused by them are ones with symptoms of common 
cold. However, they are also associated with severe medical conditions, such as 
encephalitis, type I diabetes, celiac disease, asthma and allergies. The EVs are 
well-known, largely because of the members of C species EVs, the polioviruses 
(PVs). The earliest PV research articles can be found from the 1950´s and since 
many more have been published until today, even though the virus is nearly 
eradicated. Despite the long history of EV research many important details in 
the infection remains to be discovered, especially for some not so well-known 
EVs. For successful infection viruses need to find the right pathway inside cells. 
This pathway, starting with a binding to the virus specific receptor on a cell sur-
face, has to include all the needed factors that leads the virus to the right place 
at the right time, resulting in a successful genome release. After releasing the 
genome at the right spatiotemporal timing, the virus replication, aiming to for-
mation of progeny virus particles, can start. Even though one of the most im-
portant moments in a “life of a virus” takes place in the early infection, the de-
finitive factors leading to the uncoating of many viruses remains to be resolved. 
This fundamental information about the virus lifecycle is crucial in understand-
ing the infection in whole and designing antiviral strategies. 

This thesis concentrates on the early infection phase of two of enterovirus 
B species viruses (EV-Bs), echovirus 1 (E1) and coxsackievirus A9 (CVA9). More 
exactly, we studied the factors that contribute to the virus stability and for-
mation of metastable intermediate form of the virus ready for infection and ge-
nome release. We found that an extracellular factor albumin, abundant fatty-
acid carrying protein in serum, can prime EVs for uncoating in a manner that is 
dependent on the albumin concentration. This priming can be prevented by fat-
ty acids, that are found inside an intact virus capsid and is known to stabilize 
the capsid structure. Furthermore, we found that the changes in ion concentra-
tions potentially occurring during the endocytosis of the virus, pushes the virus 
for genome release. In addition, we produced and characterized novel fluores-
cent probes, that can be utilized in the future in imaging the virus entry and ge-
nome uncoating in live cells. 



 

2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

2.1 Enteroviruses 

Picornaviruses are very diverse and rapidly growing virus family causing wide 
range of diseases in a wide range of hosts (Zell 2018). Best studied picorna-
viruses are the large group of EVs (Tuthill et al. 2010). EVs include probably the 
best-known and almost eradicated polioviruses (PVs) causing poliomyelitis, as 
well as EV 71 causing hand, foot and mouth disease, and human rhinoviruses 
(HRVs) causing common colds, to mention only a few. According to the Inter-
national Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses, in 2019, the EVs consisted 15 dif-
ferent species, EVs A-L and HRV A-C including more than 300 virus types. 

Although the diseases and symptoms caused by the viral infections, and 
aim to prevent or cure those, are the main driving force of virus research, one 
has to appreciate also the vast amount of biological knowledge that has evolved 
from the virus research. Culture of human cells in 1955, development of recom-
binant DNA molecule in 1972, discovery of RNA splicing in 1977, discovery of 
nuclear localization signal in 1984 and discovery of gene silencing by double-
stranded RNA in 1998 are only few examples of the contribution of virus re-
search to the cell biology (Enquist and Editors of the Journal of Virology 2009). 
Also, the term “endosome”, a very relevant concept in this PhD thesis, was in-
troduced by a world-famous Finnish virus researcher Ari Helenius with his co-
workers in 1983 (Helenius et al. 1983) emphasizing, that the viruses have been 
very useful tool in studying cellular aspects of endocytosis and many mem-
brane processes (Helenius 2020). Moreover, many concepts in the field of mo-
lecular virology originates from the PV research (Baggen et al. 2018). 

2.1.1 Critical steps in EV infection 

Virus lifecycle has many critical steps that has to be accomplished for successful 
infection. One of the most important virus-cell-interaction, the receptor binding, 
takes place at the plasma membrane (Helenius 2018). In addition to the fact that 
the cell attachment mostly defines the virus tropism, this interaction can result 
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in complex signalling events inside cells leading to virus entry, and also chang-
es in the virus capsid leading to genome release (Schneider-Schaulies 2000, 
Yamauchi and Greber 2016). The receptor binding does not always lead to a 
successful infection, as many other factors contribute on the infection route, 
however it is obvious, that without such binding a successful infection is highly 
unlikely (Helenius 2018). 

Many of the needed steps depend on the virus type. For example, envel-
oped viruses use different kind of entry mechanisms than non-enveloped virus-
es, and replication of viral DNA genome takes place inside the cell nucleus 
while RNA genome is replicated in the cell cytoplasm. Because of these differ-
ences, I will next concentrate on the EVs, that all are about 30 nm in size, non-
enveloped viruses, with positive sense single strand 7-7.5 kb RNA genome. Vi-
rus capsid, made from 60 copies of each capsid protein VP1-4, protects the ge-
nome inside. General scheme of EV replication is presented in more detail in 
Figure 1. First, the virus has to find a host cell that provides a suitable anchor-
ing point, a receptor, that the virus capsid proteins attach to with very high 
specificity. Next, the entry into cells, in a case of these non-enveloped EVs, hap-
pens using endocytosis that leads into different types of endosomes, depending 
on the virus. From these endosomes, the virus has to uncoat and release its ge-
nome into the cytoplasm of the cell, where the genome serves as a messenger 
RNA starting viral protein synthesis, and a template for RNA-dependent RNA 
replication. Once the needed viral proteins are synthesized and genome repli-
cated, new progeny viruses are assembled before egress from the cell. 
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FIGURE 1 Overview of the EV infection cycle. The image was modified from a review 

by Baggen et al. 2018. On the cell surface the virus attaches to its specific re-
ceptor (1). Different virus stability affecting factors may reside on the extra-
cellular space and be potentially endocytosed with the virus. The virus in-
ternalises the cell by triggering a specific endocytic route, depending on the 
virus-receptor interaction (2). The endocytosed virus uncoats and releases 
the genome when still inside the endosomal vesicle (3). The empty capsids 
presumably remain inside the vesicles and are ultimately degraded. After 
getting the genome into the cellular cytoplasm, the genome replication and 
protein translation can begin (4). These events occur at the same time, as the 
genome is used as a messenger RNA by cellular ribosomes, and also being 
replicated by the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase as soon as the first 
viral proteins are translated. Starting from only the successfully released vi-
ral genomes, many more are replicated and viral proteins translated that 
then provide a source and tools for even further replication and translation, 
as the infection proceeds. The viral genome is first translated into one poly-
protein, which is then co- and post-translationally cleaved into individual 
viral proteins (5). The mature viral non-structural proteins participate in the 
genome replication, as well as in other tasks needed for the virus infection, 
while the structural proteins accumulate into the replication organelle (6). In 
the replication organelle, the structural proteins start to assemble into pro-
tomers and pentamers which, with the replicated genomes, assemble into 
new progeny virions (7). The new virions are released in lytic manner by 
killing the cell, or in non-lytic manner via exosomes (8). Figure was made 
using images of Smart Servier Medical Art (smart.servier.com). 
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The three first steps, attachment, entry and genome uncoating are infection de-
termining factors before the virus replication can start in the first place. Thus, 
they are very attractive targets for different antiviral strategies as well as im-
portant research topics to fully understand the virus life cycle. 

2.1.2 Cell attachment, entry and genome uncoating of EVs 

As the EVs are a large group of viruses, they also have diverse ways for cellular 
attachment and entry, as well as for uncoating. Many of the steps are well 
known, and yet many important details remain to be resolved (Baggen et al. 
2018). EVs use wide array of cellular molecules as receptors. For example, PVs 
use poliovirus receptor (Mendelsohn et al. 1989), major group HRVs use inter-
cellular adhesion molecule-1 (Greve et al. 1989, Staunton et al. 1989), minor 
group HRVs use low density lipoprotein receptor family proteins (Hofer et al. 
1994) and EV A71 as well as another hand, foot and mouth disease causing vi-
rus, coxsackievirus A-16, use mainly scavenger receptor class B, member 2 
(Yamayoshi et al. 2009). From the EV-Bs, coxsackieviruses B1, B3 and B5 use de-
cay accelerating factor for cell attachment (Shafren et al. 1995) and subsequently 
coxsackie and adenovirus receptor for cell entry, as does also all the other cox-
sackie B-viruses (Bergelson et al. 1997). Important group of EV receptors are also 
integrins (Merilahti et al. 2012). E1 use a2b1 integrin for cell attachment (Bergel-
son et al. 1992), whereas CVA9 is shown to attach both avb3 and avb6 via an 
RGD motif (Roivainen et al. 1994, Williams et al. 2004). 

In addition to mere cell attachment, the receptor binding usually provides 
also other signals for both the virus and the cell. For example, the receptor bind-
ing can induce alterations in virus capsid protein conformation and stability, as 
well as cellular signalling leading to endocytosis (Tuthill et al. 2010). For PV, re-
ceptor binding leads to virus priming from an intact into an intermediate parti-
cle (De Sena and Mandel 1977) and internalization into the cell using noncanon-
ical endosomal pathway (Brandenburg et al. 2007). The virus stays attached to 
the vesicle membrane and translocate the genome to cell cytoplasm from the 
capsid through a membrane pore formed by the capsid proteins (Groppelli et al. 
2017). 

For both PVs and major group HRVs, as well as many other EVs, the re-
ceptor binds into a groove that circulates around the five-fold axis of the virus, 
usually called as the canyon (Tuthill et al. 2010) and expels the capsid stabilizing 
lipid factor (Rossmann et al. 2002, Wang et al. 2012). Nevertheless, this binding 
does not lead to similar entry and uncoating events for HRVs and PVs. Depend-
ing on the HRV serotype, binding to the ICAM-1 may cause some alterations in 
the capsid stability, but also a low pH is needed for the genome release (Fuchs 
and Blaas 2010). For minor group HRVs the receptor does not bind the canyon 
and the binding does not alter the capsid stability (Tuthill et al. 2010). For these 
viruses a low pH is found the be the key factor leading to the virus uncoating 
(Prchla et al. 1994). Recently, a neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) was found to act as a 
pan-echovirus receptor (Morosky et al. 2019). Morover, the FcRn was found to 
uncoat echovirus 6 in acidic condition, and knocking out the protein blocked 
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the infection of 14 different EV-B serotypes including E1 and CVA9 (Zhao et al. 
2019).  

The route for early infection of PVs and HRVs are amongst the most de-
tailed described for all the EVs, and the pathways are known in much more de-
tail than described here. In fact, it is often extrapolated, that EV attachment, en-
try, priming and uncoating are a result of a receptor binding (as with PVs) or 
lowered pH (as with HRVs). However, we now begin to appreciate that this is 
not always the case (Marjomaki et al. 2015). 

2.2 Entry and uncoating of the EV-Bs 

Amongst the EVs, the EV-Bs consists over 30 serotypes of echoviruses, cox-
sackievirus A9 and B1-6 and over 20 serotypes of enterovirus Bs (Marjomaki et 
al. 2015). The primary infection of EV-Bs takes place in the fecal-oral route. 
Normally, they cause a number of infections with symptoms seen with common 
cold (Marjomaki et al. 2015). However, they are also associated with more se-
vere secondary infections such as myocardial infarction (Roivainen et al. 1998, 
Roivainen 1999, Marjomaki et al. 2015) and type I diabetes (Hober and Sauter 
2010, Hyoty 2016). Especially the coxsackievirus B1 has been shown to partici-
pate in beta-cell autoimmunity leading to type 1 diabetes (Laitinen et al. 2014). 
Recently, EV-B infection was also associated with the onset of coeliac disease 
(Kahrs et al. 2019) 

Within the EV-Bs, some virus serotypes remain stable in a presence of the 
factors that typically triggers the conversion of intact PVs and HRVs into inter-
mediate particles, namely receptor binding and low pH. For example, E1 and 
CVA9 remain stable when bound to the receptor and their uncoating takes 
place in neutral pH endosomal structures after uptake (Xing et al. 2004, Kar-
jalainen et al. 2011, Shakeel et al. 2013, Huttunen et al. 2014). In fact, E1 is rather 
stabilized when globally bound with the binding receptor I-domain (Myllynen 
et al. 2016). As the knockout of FcRn was shown to block also the infection of 
these two acid stabile viruses (Zhao et al. 2019), the mechanism behind this ac-
tion remains to be better studied. The overall scheme of EV-Bs early infection is 
presented in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2 Early infection of EV-Bs. The image was modified from a review by 

Marjomäki et al. 2015. There can also be other modes of entry in the EV-Bs, 
but E1 and CVA9 are shown to follow the route and schedule provided in 
here. The virus attaches to the receptor on the cell surface (1). The binding 
causes receptor clustering with series of other events leading to macropino-
cytic entry of the virus inside endosomes within 15 minutes from the recep-
tor binding (2). The uncoating inside the neutral pH endosomal vesicles 
starts as early as 30 post infections, while the majority of the viral genome is 
released after 2 hours of infection. In between the early uncoating and final 
RNA release from the endosomes, the virus containing endosomes trans-
form into multivesicular bodies (MVBs). The exact spatiotemporal details of 
the genome release remain unclear. However, the genome needs to access 
the cytoplasm before starting the replication and translation. Figure was 
made using images of Smart Servier Medical Art (smart.servier.com) 

 
Entry of E1 initiates with binding to a non-active form of a2b1 integrin (Jokinen 
et al. 2010). The binding cause receptors to cluster on a cholesterol dependent 
lipid raft domains (Upla et al. 2004, Siljamaki et al. 2013). The virus enters with 
the receptor (Marjomaki et al. 2002) into novel, nonrecycling endosomal path-
way (Rintanen et al. 2012) that leads to neutral MVBs (Karjalainen et al. 2011). 
After accumulation into these structures, the virus uncoats and releases its ge-
nome into the cytoplasm to start viral replication (Marjomaki et al. 2002, Kar-
jalainen et al. 2008). 
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In the case of CVA9, the binding to the receptor, avb3 or avb6 integrin, 
leads the virus to similar neutral MVBs (Huttunen et al. 2014). The caveolin and 
clathrin independent entry is mediated by Arf6, dynamin and b2-microglobulin 
(Heikkila et al. 2010). While binding avb6 with higher affinity than avb3, the vi-
rus is able to utilize several infection routes and receptors for a wider tropism 
(Heikkila et al. 2009). The virus uncoating initiates around 30 minutes post in-
fection, while majority of the genome release occurs around 2 hours when the 
virus still resides inside the MVBs (Huttunen et al. 2014). 

Both of these viruses trigger a unique route for endocytosis. Usually, the 
endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT) facilitated for-
mation of MVBs have been connected with low pH degradation and exocytosis 
(Frankel and Audhya 2018). Interestingly, the formation of E1 and CVA9 in-
duced MVBs also require the ESCRT machinery, but do not lead to lysosomal 
degradation pathway (Karjalainen et al. 2011, Huttunen et al. 2014). Although, 
the route for entry and the site of uncoating are defined for E1 and CVA9, the 
definitive factor(s) leading to the uncoating of the genome and its egress to the 
cytoplasm remains to be defined. 

2.2.1 Albumin 

EVs cause severe illnesses mainly due to the secondary infections in organs, 
such as the pancreas and the heart. To get to the organs, they need to travel 
from the site of primary infection to the site of the secondary infection through 
the circulatory system, i.e., through the blood and interstitial fluids. Because of 
this it is highly relevant to consider the encountered molecules and conditions, 
and their effect on the viruses. 

Albumin is an abundant protein in serum binding and transporting varie-
ty molecules from natural ligands to nanoparticles in living organisms (Karimi 
et al. 2016). Furthermore, albumin carries and provides free fatty acids to cells as 
an important source of different metabolic reactions (van der Vusse, G J 2009). 
Importantly, albumin has been shown to directly interact with cell surface al-
bumin binding sites to deliver the cargo inside cells (Trigatti and Gerber 1995) 
and it has a very high affinity for the same fatty acids that are found inside the 
pockets of the EVs (Smyth et al. 2003, van der Vusse, G J 2009). Intriguingly, the 
recycling of endocytosed albumin back to the cell surface is very closely con-
nected to the recently found pan-enterovirus uncoating receptor, the FcRn (Toh 
et al. 2019, Morosky et al. 2019, Zhao et al. 2019). As the uncoating of CVA9 or E1 
is not triggered by acidity as with echovirus 6, the explanation for the infection 
blockage by FcRn knockout could possibly be related to the connection of FcRn 
and albumin recycling. 

First clues of albumin interacting with, or influencing the infectivity of, 
EVs were provided by Ward and co-workers approximately 20 years ago (Ward 
et al. 1999, Ward et al. 2000). They showed that, during infection, albumin could 
inhibit the uncoating of echovirus 7 (Ward et al. 1999). In addition, fatty acid 
free bovine serum albumin (faf-BSA) primed echovirus 12 from intact into al-
tered particles in vitro, while normal bovine serum albumin (BSA) was not 
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found to have similar effect (Ward et al. 2000). However, after these early re-
ports, nothing more was since published on albumin and EVs. 

2.2.2 Ions 

Another interesting factor in the lifecycle of viruses is the surrounding ionic mi-
lieu. The EVs are assembled in the cytoplasm of a cell, that have a specific ionic 
environment (Fig. 3). After egress from the cells, they enter very different ionic 
environment of the extracellular space (Fig. 3), where they need to stay stable to 
be able to reach the site of the secondary infection. During early infection, 
whether in the primary or the secondary infection site, the virus meets again a 
changing ionic milieu, the one existing inside the endosomes. Whether the mi-
lieu is acidic or not, depends on the entry route of the virus, and the pH (H+ 
concentration) probably also affects the concentration of other ions. The ionic 
conditions inside the endosomal vesicles are hard to define, not only because of 
wide variety of different kinds of endosomes, but also because of the small size 
of the vesicles. However, some measurements have been made from the acidify-
ing endosomal route, and those are provided in the Figure 3. 
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FIGURE 3 The pH and ion concentrations in extracellular space, cytoplasm and endo-
somes. The image was modified from a review by Scott and Gruenberg 
2010. The concentration of sodium and potassium change drastically be-
tween the extracellular and intracellular space. The measured values of 
these ions inside lysosomes has moved towards the cytoplasmic values 
from the extracellular conditions, that is the source of ions for the forming 
endosomes during uptake. The concentration of calcium is shown to quickly 
decrease close to the cytoplasmic values and then, while the vesicle matures 
into lysosome, increase again closer to the extracellular value. Measure-
ments about the concentrations of magnesium has not been made according 
to my best knowledge. 

Endosomes are a heterogenous population of vesicles. New vesicles are form-
ing, existing vesicles are moving between cellular compartments, fusing and 
forming intraluminal vesicles. The intraluminal conditions of the vesicles vary 
significantly depending on the type of the vesicle (Scott and Gruenberg 2011). 
Studies made so far have described the ion conditions in the acidifying endo-
somal route (Gerasimenko et al. 1998, Christensen et al. 2002, Sonawane et al. 
2002, Hara-Chikuma et al. 2005, Steinberg et al. 2010). However, as it has become 
clear that ion flux in and out of endosomal vesicles is about more than just ad-
justing the pH (Scott and Gruenberg 2011), the knowledge about luminal condi-
tions in non-acidifying endosomes remains to be better characterized. Specific 
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microdomains and microenvironments within an endosome may steeply affect 
the composition of the membrane proteins, such as ion channels or pumps, or 
intraluminal conditions, and a change of only few ions has profound effect in 
such a small volume (Raiborg et al. 2002, Scott and Gruenberg 2011). Besides the 
information provided for PV, there is very little information about into which 
compartment viruses actually release the genome. In principle, the release can 
happen into the lumen of the endosomal vesicle, or straight to the cytoplasm as 
shown with PV (Groppelli et al. 2017). In a case of E1 and CVA9, that accumu-
late in MVBs before the genome release, there is also an option that the genome 
is ejected into intraluminal vesicle. Recently, more knowledge has accumulated 
of the endo-lysosomal intraluminal vesicles and their intraluminal milieu 
(Gruenberg 2020). Different populations of intraluminal vesicles are found, both 
ESCRT dependent and ESCRT independent (Babst 2011). Furthermore, even the 
vesicles that form into acidic MVBs are found to remain neutral up to 20 
minutes after formation (Falguieres et al. 2008). 

Already early on, low ionic strength and divalent cations were found to 
have a profound effect on several EVs. Low ion conditions detached VP4 of 
coxsackievirus A13 and, as a result, the cellular adsorption of the virus was 
blocked (Cords et al. 1975). The attachment of HRV 2 to the cells was found to 
be inhibited by chelating divalent cations from the infection medium, and it 
was suggested, that the receptor binding required divalent cations (Lonberg-
Holm and Korant 1972, Noble-Harvey and Lonberg-Holm 1974). Furthermore, 
low ionic conditions were shown to convert PV type 2 into an altered particle 
(Lonberg-Holm et al. 1976) and the process appeared to be enhanced when se-
rum was present. PV was also found to convert into an empty particle in very 
low salt conditions, and could be rescued to an altered particle with 2 mM 
CaCl2 (Wetz and Kucinski 1991). Divalent cations, Ca2+ and Mg2+, were shown 
to stabilize capsids of other plant and animal viruses as well (Pfeiffer et al. 1976, 
Hull 1978, Sherman et al. 2006). The number of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions in a red clo-
ver necrotic mosaic virus was determined and moreover, it was shown, that 
their depletion resulted in significant reorganisation of the capsid, including 11-
13 Å channels extending through the capsid (Sherman et al. 2006). On the other 
hand, it has also been shown, that while calcium enhanced the cell binding of 
hepatitis A-virus, it also destabilized the virus capsid (Bishop and Anderson 
1997). 

There are further observations, where a specific change in ions is needed 
for virus infection in cells. Influenza A-virus, an enveloped virus, was shown to 
require both lowered pH and elevated potassium concentration, in the respec-
tive order, for efficient virus priming before uncoating and genome release 
(Stauffer et al. 2014). Also, another enveloped virus, bunyavirus, was recently 
observed to require high potassium concentration inside endosomes for effi-
cient and timely genome release (Hover et al. 2018). The elevated potassium 
concentration was shown to substantially alter the conformation of the virus 
spike protein allowing it to interact with the endosomal membrane (Punch et al. 
2018). The increase in potassium concentration inside endosomes was depend-
ent on a normal presence of cellular cholesterol (Charlton et al. 2019). Interest-
ingly, the infection of many EV-Bs are also found to rely on the presence of cho-
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lesterol (Marjomaki et al. 2015). For example, the endosomes used for internali-
zation by E1 are found to be rich in cholesterol, and interference in its normal 
amount and localization halted the infection inside the internalizing endosomes 
(Siljamaki et al. 2013). 

Already more than 40 years ago, Pfeiffer and co-workers suggested, that 
Mg2+ affected not only the virus capsid, but also the localization of viral RNA 
genome inside it (Pfeiffer et al. 1976). Indeed, today the ions are known to play a 
major role in RNA structure and stability (Draper 2004). Ions can stabilize the 
RNA structure in two different equally important ways. Either by directly bind-
ing within the structure, or freely moving in close proximity of the structure but 
not being connected to it (Draper 2004). Especially potassium and magnesium 
are important RNA stabilizing ions that can both bind and surround the struc-
ture (Draper 2004). 

2.3 Cryo-EM and virus structure 

Cryo-EM and particle reconstruction has gone through big developments over 
the past ten years through advances in computation and the used detectors, and 
it is increasingly popular in determining particle structure at molecular resolu-
tion (Benjin and Ling 2020). Also, the interest of EV capsid opening and recon-
struction of intermediate particles has grown and a vast number of new struc-
tures has been discovered in the recent years (Pickl-Herk et al. 2013, Shingler et 
al. 2013, Organtini et al. 2014, Butan et al. 2014, Strauss et al. 2015, Ren et al. 2015, 
Lee et al. 2016, Strauss et al. 2017, Liu et al. 2018, Buchta et al. 2019). Furthermore, 
the resolution of Cryo-EM technique has improved from approximately 10 Å 
down to around 2-3 Å over the last one and half decades (Bubeck et al. 2005, Liu 
et al. 2018), thus providing more accurate details. 

The challenge in pushing the resolution boundaries in Cryo-EM is that, 
while the rigid areas are well-defined and seen in more detail, at the same time, 
the more flexible areas provide much lower resolution as the structure is a re-
sult of high amount of averaging (Benjin and Ling 2020). Sometimes the areas 
that are more motile or flexible, and perhaps more biologically active and thus 
offer a lower resolution structure, are the ones of most interest (personal com-
munication with Sarah Butcher, University of Helsinki). Another challenge in a 
perspective of virus research is that in sample preparation, the usual way is to 
treat the virus containing sample in a solution containing the molecules or other 
conditions of interest. In this way, the effect to the virus is global, while in cell 
context the effect might be local. For example, receptor binding on a cell surface 
occurs asymmetrically on one side of the capsid only resulting in a different 
kind of structural changes than when stimulated globally with the receptor (Lee 
et al. 2016). The interaction of ions with the capsid occurs around the virus 
while the interaction with albumin could in principle be global or local at dif-
ferent stages. 
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2.3.1 Different EV forms 

During its lifecycle, the EVs may be found in three different forms: mature in-
tact particle sedimenting at approximately 160S, altered A-particle sedimenting 
at approximately 135S and empty particle, which has released their genome, 
sedimenting at approximately 80S (Tuthill et al. 2010). The A-particles, also 
called 135 S- or intermediate particle, have features that are thought to be more 
or less universal for all EVs (Tuthill et al. 2010). These particles have lost all or 
part of their VP4 capsid proteins (Crowell and Philipson 1971, Fricks and Hogle 
1990, Greve et al. 1991, Hewat and Blaas 2004). Also, the VP1 amino terminus, 
normally residing on the capsid inner surface, has externalised, thus changing 
the virus from hydrophilic to more hydrophobic (Fricks and Hogle 1990, Danthi 
et al. 2003). 

The first found A-particles of coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3) and PV were ob-
served to have lost their infectivity (Crowell and Philipson 1971, Lonberg-Holm 
et al. 1975). A-particles were found to form during infection in cells (Lonberg-
Holm et al. 1975, Fricks and Hogle 1990) and thus were suggested to be an im-
portant intermediate form of virus, needed for successful infection before re-
leasing the genome and turning into 80S empty particle (Fricks and Hogle 1990, 
Curry et al. 1996, Huang et al. 2000). Later, the PV A-particle was found to be 
infectious, although 3-5 orders of magnitude less than the native virus (Curry et 
al. 1996). The low infectivity was due to inefficient binding to cells (Huang et al. 
2000). 

A different kind of intermediate EV particle was detected in our lab (Myl-
lynen et al. 2016). Importantly, this intermediate E1 particle was found from 
cells during infection and it contained all the VP4 (Myllynen et al. 2016). Fur-
thermore, the particle was found to be stable, capable for receptor binding and 
nearly as infective as the native virus (Myllynen et al. 2016). Thus, it was ob-
served to be different in many aspects from the “classical” A-particle. 

2.3.2 Changes in the capsid structure of intermediate EV particle 

Different means to convert intact particles into 135S in vitro were found in the 
1990`s. These include receptor binding for PV and HRV (Kaplan et al. 1990, 
Casasnovas and Springer 1994), low pH for HRV (Casasnovas and Springer 
1994, Prchla et al. 1994), and high temperatures for PV (Curry et al. 1996). In ad-
dition, BSA was found to convert intact EV 12 into 135S (Ward et al. 2000). A-
particles were also found to exist as contaminants in purified virus preparation 
of intact coxsackievirus A16 (Ren et al. 2013). 

Until now, a number of high-resolution X-ray or cryo-EM structures has 
been defined for A-particles of different EVs using the means described above 
(Bubeck et al. 2005, Pickl-Herk et al. 2013, Ren et al. 2013, Shingler et al. 2013, Bu-
tan et al. 2014, Organtini et al. 2014, Strauss et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2016, Liu et al. 
2018, Buchta et al. 2019). The resolved structures revealed many detailed charac-
teristics for the A-particles that include, but are not limited to, about 4% expan-
sion of the virus particle (Ren et al. 2013, Butan et al. 2014, Organtini et al. 2014, 
Liu et al. 2018), externalised VP1 N-terminus (Bubeck et al. 2005, Ren et al. 2013, 
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Shingler et al. 2013, Butan et al. 2014, Liu et al. 2018), loss of pocket factor (Ren et 
al. 2013, Strauss et al. 2015), rearrangements of the capsid proteins resulting in 
changed contacts with the genome (Pickl-Herk et al. 2013, Shingler et al. 2013, 
Organtini et al. 2014, Strauss et al. 2015) and formation of enlarged openings at 
the 2-fold axis through which the genome is suggested to exit (Ren et al. 2013, 
Shingler et al. 2013, Organtini et al. 2014, Liu et al. 2018). Furthermore, the area 
occupied by VP4 in intact virus particles became disordered in A-particle struc-
tures and thus impossible to assign amino acids. Because of this, the amount of 
VP4 within the A-particle capsid was found to decrease using other approaches 
(Ren et al. 2013, Liu et al. 2018). However, CVB3 binding locally into nanodisc 
attached coxsackie and adenovirus receptor resulted in a different kind of A-
particle, where the capsid expansion was also local (Lee et al. 2016). In addition, 
the pocket factor and disordered VP4 and VP1 N-terminus could also be mod-
elled, although their density was weaker than other parts of the capsid (Lee et 
al. 2016). Treating echovirus 18 and 30 in low pH produced more radical chang-
es as whole pentamers expelled from the virions in a progress leading to ge-
nome release (Buchta et al. 2019). 

Originally the different A-particles were thought to be nearly identical and 
the heated ones being indistinguishable from the ones that were produced by 
receptor binding (Tuthill et al. 2010). The described A-particles do share many 
of the A-particle hallmarks mentioned above, but with increasing amount of 
structures and improved resolution it has become clear that they actually differ 
in several details. This might not only be because of different studied viral 
strains, but also because of different strategies to generate altered particles. In-
deed, different PV A-particles were detected depending on the method used to 
prime the particles (Shah et al 2020). Furthermore, a single virus serotype has 
several different intermediate forms even if induced in a same way, some more 
stable than others, as shown with EV D68 and PV (Strauss et al. 2017, Liu et al. 
2018). 

2.4 Observing of virus opening in vitro and infection in vivo 

Virus opening can be followed with and without the cell context. Both ways 
need different methods, as well as powerful and well-defined virus labelling. 
The observed events are small, such as formation of nanoscale opening in the 
virus capsid, and thus need careful analysis to determine. In cell context, the 
method of choice for live-cell imaging of virus infection is light microscopy 
with its numerous applications (Witte et al. 2018). When studying different fac-
tors affecting the EVs without the cell context, there are many different methods 
to choose from. However, regardless of the method, it is important to isolate 
different variables to determine their individual effect. Furthermore, one needs 
to be able to distinguish between the different virus forms: 80S/empty, 
135S/intermediate and 160S/intact. 
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2.4.1 Measuring and detecting the virus opening in vitro 

The state of the virus capsid can be observed by many means. One of the first 
and still often used methods was to detect the sedimentation of a radiolabelled 
virus after a gradient centrifugation (Fenwick and Cooper 1962). Transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) is also widely applied for this purpose and for ex-
ample to study purity of a virus preparation. Data from different methods can 
be combined to gain more complete view on the virus features. As an example, 
TEM in a combination with gradient centrifugation and cell attachment assays 
were used to estimate if the virus binds to the cell as native virus or if the bind-
ing capability was compromised (Korant et al. 1972). More recently, a thermal 
assay called PaSTRy, where the virus is heated in a presence of a genome inter-
calating dye, was developed and it is widely used to determine a temperature 
where the virus opens and the genome becomes accessible for the dye (Walter et 
al. 2012). Also, Cryo-EM and other high-resolution structural methods can be 
used to observe the state of the virus. However, the latter methods are very la-
borious and expensive and not suitable for quick and versatile day-to-day 
measurements. 

Most of the methods mentioned above do not provide information that 
could be monitored over time. Using the PaSTRy assay, one can observe the 
fluorescence throughout the measurement and analyse the data at different 
time points and temperatures better providing real-time information. However, 
when considering the assay in terms of physiological relevance, heating the vi-
rus far beyond 40°C is not optimal. 

2.4.2 Imaging the virus entry and uncoating in cells 

Live cell imaging of virus infection is an invaluable tool to reveal the spatio-
temporal events during the process. However, there are many challenges in the 
imaging. When tracing the virus in cell context using light microscopy, one 
needs to be able to clearly distinguish the signal of interest from the back-
ground signal. For reliable data, the imaging has to be performed under cir-
cumstances not disturbing the natural processes of the cell. For example, photo-
toxicity is an important aspect especially in long time-lapse imaging. Further-
more, the virus needs to be brightly and specifically labelled in a way not to dis-
turb the infectivity. Also, one needs to be able to distinguish between produc-
tive and non-productive infection pathways. Numerous strategies and tools for 
imaging can be used, and depending on the phase of the infection that is of in-
terest, one has to choose and design the experiment according to the specific 
needs (Witte et al. 2018). In general, the detected signalling molecule can reside 
chemically or biologically associated to the virus proteins or genome, and the 
means to detect and to follow the signal needs to be selected accordingly. 

There are very few articles describing the early events of EV infection us-
ing live cell imaging. Entry of E1 was imaged using chemically bound fluores-
cent molecules on the surface of virus capsid (Pietiainen et al. 2005). Combining 
the capsid labelling and genome labelling using intercalating dye inside mature 
virus, both the internalization and genome release of PV were described (Bran-
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denburg et al. 2007). Despite of these successful experiments, the imaging of the 
early infection processes is not a trivial thing to do. Tracking of a labelled capsid 
can be rather straightforward, but the visualization of the gene-delivery process 
still lacks in more robust tools. 



3 AIMS OF THE STUDY 

I. To study if albumin and ions have an effect to the uncoating of E1, and to
characterize these effects using biochemical methods and cryo-EM de-
rived structural information. To develop and test an easy assay to meas-
ure the state of virus opening.

II. To study in more detail the differential effect of albumin and ions to
CVA9 uncoating, and to observe changes in the virus capsid proteins
during the uncoating process.

III. To develop and test a novel intercalating fluorescent dye for multi-
purpose live-cell imaging of viral RNA.



4 SUMMARY OF THE METHODS 

The methods that were used during the thesis are summarized in Table 1. More 
detailed information of the methods is found in the original papers. 

TABLE 1 Summary of the methods used in the publications included in this thesis. 
Each publication is indicated by the Roman numeral as presented in the list 
of original publications. 

Method Publication 

Spectroscopic measurement of virus opening 

Cell Culture 

Virus production and purification 

Isotopic labelling 

Gradient centrifugation and scintillation analysis 

Virus infectivity assays 

TEM 

TEM image analysis 

Western blotting 

SDS Page and silver staining 

Autoradiography 

Cryo-EM imaging 

Cryo-EM data processing and structure building 

Mass spectrometry 

RNA annealing assay 

Thermal stability assay 

I, II, III 

I, II, III 

I, II, III 

I, II 

I, II 

I 

I 

I 

II 

II 

I, II 

I, II 

I, II 

III 

III 

III 



5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 E1 uncoating 

Many details of E1 entry and uncoating have earlier been investigated in our 
and other labs. Despite the number of reported details including cellular recep-
tor (Bergelson et al. 1992, Jokinen et al. 2010), the mode of entry (Marjomaki et al. 
2002, Upla et al. 2004, Rintanen et al. 2012, Siljamaki et al. 2013) and spatiotem-
poral events of uncoating and replication (Marjomaki et al. 2002, Karjalainen et 
al. 2008, Karjalainen et al. 2011), the factor(s) needed for the start of capsid un-
coating and genome release have remained a mystery (Marjomaki et al. 2015). 
Inspired by this challenge, we engaged ourselves into the largely unknown 
world of endosomal ions and extracellular albumin, with an ambition to solve if 
one or both of these factors would contribute in the priming of E1, i.e. trigger 
the formation if intermediate particle before capsid uncoating and genome re-
lease. Furthermore, we wanted to study if these factors would lead to the ge-
nome release. When starting this thesis, a novel uncoating intermediate of E1 
was discovered in our lab (Myllynen et al. 2016). This intermediate form was 
porous and allowed small fluorescent SYBR Green II dye (SGII) to enter the 
capsid and intercalate the genome, but protected the RNA from a degradation 
by a larger RNAse A molecule (Myllynen et al. 2016). By exploiting these newly 
found features of intermediate uncoating form of E1, we established a fast and 
simple assay, where different molecular factors could be easily investigated and 
the formation of both primed and empty EV particles could be separately de-
tected during the measured period of time (IA). 

5.1.1 Measuring the virus priming and opening 

Detecting the different stages of virus opening is challenging in vitro, especially 
in real time. One can visualise the viruses using TEM, but this offers infor-
mation only from one point of an assay. The same limitation remains with gra-
dient separation of different virus particle forms. Only assay providing more 
real time information, a PaSTRy assay, also called a thermal assay or melting 
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point measurement, provides information about the stability of the virus capsid 
in high temperatures. However, whereas heating the virus far beyond 40°C can 
reveal important insights about the capsid dynamics, it does not necessarily 
provide very relevant information in the physiological sense. 

From the above-mentioned techniques, only gradient separation has been 
considered to distinguish between the altered and empty particles. However, 
the gradient separation lacks the possibility to visualize the change during a 
treatment. Making a treatment in various time points and running the resulting 
samples into different gradients, as was done in paper I Fig. 1E, one can have 
snapshots from several points of time, but this does not correspond to an assay 
where the results can be red minute-by-minute. Also, many of the used tech-
niques are rather time consuming and laborious, and because of this not very 
useful for fast characterisation of wide range of factors possibly affecting the 
virus stability. 

During the study I, we established and optimized an assay, that effectively 
provides several replicates from up to seven different conditions in cost-
effective and quick manner, manageable in a day (IA). The assay was per-
formed in a 96-well plate, using a heated fluorescence plate reader, intercalating 
SGII and RNAse A nuclease. For each condition of interest, parallel wells were 
prepared containing 1 µg of virus, 10X dilution of SGII with or without RNAse. 
From these parallel samples, replicates could be done: we usually used three 
replicates for each condition with and without RNAse A. Furthermore, for each 
condition, a blank well was also measured to distinguish the fluorescence origi-
nating from the buffer or reagents to the one that originated from the primed or 
opened virus (I Fig. 1D). EVs are found in three different forms: intact, primed, 
also known as intermediate or A-particles, and empty. Intact virus did not al-
low the dye to intercalate with the genome and thus no fluorescence was ob-
served. To distinguish between the last two forms, open and primed, we com-
pared the results with and without RNAse. With RNAse we saw the fluores-
cence originating from the primed particles, that allow SGII to enter, but protect 
the RNA genome from RNAse degradation. If the sample without RNAse con-
tained higher fluorescence, it originated from “empty capsids” i.e. the egressed 
genome that could be degraded by the RNAse. For overall scheme and interpre-
tation of the results of the developed method, see Figures 4 and 5. 
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FIGURE 4 Overall scheme of the method. We used SGII intercalating dye to detect the 
virus opening. (1) In the case of an intact particle, the dye cannot get in con-
tact with the RNA genome and no fluorescence is observed. (2) After prim-
ing the virus into an altered, intermediate particle, the particle becomes po-
rous thus letting the dye inside the capsid to intercalate with the genome. 
This is observed as an increase of fluorescence. As the genome is still inside 
the capsid, the amount of observed fluorescence is not altered in the pres-
ence of RNAse that is too large molecule to get inside the altered virus cap-
sid. (3) The externalised genome is also observed as an increase in the fluo-
rescence as the dye can freely intercalate in the solution. However, in this 
case, the fluorescence disappears in the presence of the RNAse as the un-
protected RNA genome becomes quickly degraded. 
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FIGURE 5 Interpretation of the results of an example fluorescence measurement. Three 
different scenarios are provided. First, in protective conditions (black) the 
capsid stays intact and the fluorescence with and without RNAse remains 
low throughout the measurement. Second, in priming conditions (light 
grey) the fluorescence rises notably during the measurement. As the majori-
ty of the fluorescence originates from the altered, primed particles, no dif-
ference or only a small difference in the fluorescence with (dotted line) and 
without (solid line) RNAse can be observed. Fluorescence that is not ob-
served in the presence of RNAse originates from the released genome. 
Third, in fully opened conditions the fluorescence is high without RNAse, 
but significantly lower with RNAse as most of the fluorescence originates 
from the released genome that is degraded in the presence of RNAse. 

5.1.2  Serum and ions prime E1 for uncoating 

Lonberg-Holm and co-workers in 1976 reported, that PV was stable in 0.1 M 
NaCl and in serum containing cell culture medium (Lonberg-Holm et al. 1976). 
In 0.01 M NaCl they observed a slow alteration from intact to A particles that 
could be enhanced by adding cell culture media that included 5 % of inactivat-
ed fetal calf serum. They also found that the virus was stable in 5 % serum con-
taining media and the formation of A particles could be induced by diluting it 
with 0.01 M sodium phosphate buffer. Thus, they showed, that low ion strength 
could alone induce A-particle formation and this process was enhanced in a 
presence of serum. Based on these findings, we wanted to further investigate 
the individual and combined effect of ion changes and serum on the stability of 
E1. 

Using the assay described above, we first observed that the E1 was very 
stable in physiological ion solutions even at 37 °C, as only minor increase in the 
fluorescence was observed (I Fig. 1B). In 2 mM MgCl2-PBS, a virus storage buff-
er used in our lab, small amount of empty virus formation was observed as the 
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RNAse treatment showed lower fluorescence than without RNAse (I Fig. 1B) 
This was further confirmed with sucrose gradient separation of 35S labelled vi-
rus where small amount of virus located in fraction 7, i.e. 80S empty form of the 
virus (I Fig. 1B-C). Next, we wanted to see how the virus stability is changed in 
a cell culture media supplemented with 1% serum (1% S-MEM), a combination 
normally used in our lab for virus infection experiments. Surprisingly quite fast, 
within 40 minutes, the fluorescence increased to a high level and reached a 
plateau (I Fig. 1D). In addition, a clear difference in the amount of fluorescence 
with and without RNAse was observed suggesting that while majority of the 
fluorescence originated from primed intermediate virus capsids, also some 
empty capsids emerged (I Fig. 1D). The process of virus priming was also seen 
with 35S labelled virus in a 5-20 % sucrose gradient, in an assay where the virus 
was treated in the 1% S-MEM for 0, 20, 40 and 60 minutes before separation: the 
amount of primed particles rapidly increased until 40 minutes as the peak at 
fraction 15, containing intact particles, moved to fraction 13, containing inter-
mediate particles (I Fig. 1E). In addition, formation of empty capsids was also 
observed as an increase of signal in fractions 7 and 8 while the amount of intact 
capsids decreased (I Fig. 1E inset). Importantly, the formation of intermediate 
virus particles was observed to be temperature dependent. In the developed as-
say, the SGII fluorescence stayed low at room temperature, and after heating 
the sample to 37°C the fluorescence quickly increased, showing formation of 
mainly primed particles (I Fig. 1G). Earlier, PV was shown to be stable in physi-
ological ionic strength of cell culture medium supplemented with 5 % serum 
whereas here, we saw E1 priming in a bit lower serum concentration 1%-S 
MEM (Lonberg-Holm 1976). This finding suggests, that different EVs showed 
variability in their response to serum. 

Next, in order to examine the effect of altered ion concentrations in virus 
stability, we made a literature-based estimation of the ionic milieu inside the 
endosomes where the virus uncoating finally occurs. The measurements found 
in the literature were done at different stages during the endosome maturation 
and thus were considered only as guidelines in assessing the conditions inside 
the neutral MVBs, where the uncoating of E1 and CVA9 takes place (Gerasi-
menko et al. 1998, Christensen et al. 2002, Hara-Chikuma et al. 2005, Weinert et 
al. 2010, Steinberg et al. 2010). The estimated phosphate buffered solution was 
named NKMC according to the ions it contained (N for sodium, K for potassi-
um, M for magnesium and C for calcium) (I Table 1). Interestingly, this combi-
nation of ions only was also found to effectively prime the virus into intermedi-
ate form (I Fig. 2A) supporting the earlier finding of low salt buffer inducing the 
A-particle formation (Lonberg-Holm et al. 1976). 

5.1.2.1 Different ions have different effects 
We wanted to investigate in more detail how different combinations of ions af-
fected the virus state, and moreover, what was the contribution of each type of 
ion particularly. The concentration of potassium inside cytoplasm is around 140 
mM and it is shown to elevate at least to 50 mM in lysosomes (Steinberg et al. 
2010). Thus, we tested what effect would the double amount of potassium com-
pared to the endosomal estimation have on the virus. Elevated 60 mM potassi-
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um pushed the virus more into fully opened form, as more of the fluorescence 
was sensitive to RNAse treatment (I Fig. 2A). 

On the other hand, it has been shown that the divalent cations are im-
portant for the virus capsid integrity (Pfeiffer et al. 1976, Hull 1978, Sherman et 
al. 2006). Thus, we tested an extreme condition, where we had only sodium 
chloride and potassium phosphate of NKMC without any Mg2+ and Ca2+ (I Ta-
ble 1, NK solution). This combination, as was expected, opened the virus very 
efficiently (I Fig. 2A). The calcium concentration is suspected to decline quickly, 
within 10-20 minutes after endosome formation, from 1.8 mM to approximately 
3 µM before elevating back up to 0.6 mM during the maturation into lysosomes 
(Gerasimenko et al. 1998, Christensen et al. 2002). Unfortunately, data about 
magnesium concentration is lacking. However, endosomes can provide very 
local microenvironments, where a change of just few ions can have a large effect 
on the surrounding ion concentrations (Raiborg et al. 2002, Scott and Gruenberg 
2011). Thus, it remains unclear if both Mg2+ and Ca2+ would reach these extreme 
values inside the endosomes. 

Next, we added magnesium or calcium to the NK solution in a concentra-
tion used in NKMC, 0.5 mM or 0.2 mM, respectively. Both could independently 
alter the buffer to be more protective, mainly priming the virus to intermediate 
form, similarly as the full NKMC (I Fig. 2B). However, the same protective ef-
fect was not seen when using ten times less of either of the divalent cations (I 
Fig. 2B-C). These results support the earlier findings of the capsid stabilizing 
effect of divalent cations (Pfeiffer et al. 1976, Hull 1978, Wetz and Kucinski 1991, 
Sherman et al. 2006). Furthermore, according to these findings, an estimation 
can be made about the minimally needed divalent cation concentration for the 
protective effect: 50 µM magnesium did not provide the stabilizing effect 
whereas 200 µM calcium did. Thus, the borderline for the stabilizing effect of 
divalent cations lies somewhere in between 50 µM and 200 µM, and the exact 
needed concentration can also depend on the used ion. 

 To define more exactly the effect of Na+ and K+ concentrations, we kept 
the Ca2+ and Mg2+ concentrations in the NKMC estimated values and changed 
the Na+ and K+ concentrations between their extracellular, 140 mM Na+ and 5 
mM K+, and intracellular, 5 mM Na+ and 140 mM K+, values in six steps in a 
way that the combined Na+ and K+ osmolarity stayed the same (I Fig. 2D-F). In 
this assay, similar observation was made as described above (I Fig. 2A), where 
high K+ concentration resulted in higher amount of opened virus. Although, the 
total osmolarity stayed physiological, the highest K+ in a combination with the 
lowest Na+ concentration resulted in more opened capsids than the concentra-
tions other way around (I Fig. 2D). Furthermore, the additional four measure-
ments with the medium concentrations suggested, that the ion environment al-
ters to more virus opening as the K+ concentration elevates step-by-step (I Fig. 
2E-F). 

Previously, a number of studies have been made about different ions af-
fecting the state of viruses (Cords et al. 1975, Lonberg-Holm et al. 1976, Pfeiffer 
et al. 1976, Hull 1978, Wetz and Kucinski 1991, Bishop and Anderson 1997, 
Sherman et al. 2006). The varying conditions in these studies in terms of ions 
have mostly been either physiological, such as that in cell culture media, or then 
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very extreme low ion conditions, such as 20 mM Tris-HCl (Wetz and Kucinski 
1991). The effects of low salt buffer and divalent cations in these papers were 
found to be very similar than what we describe here. In addition, here we pro-
vided a more thorough set of experiments about effects of different ions in dif-
ferent concentrations. 

Despite very early findings about ions affecting EV stability, no virus un-
coating studies has been made in estimated endosomal ion conditions earlier. 
This might be due to the difficulty in estimating the ion milieu inside the un-
coating endosomes, as not too many measurements are available in the litera-
ture. The ions have profound effects in cells and living organisms due to osmot-
ic balance and maintaining the membrane potential. Thus, very exact ion home-
ostasis has to be sustained. However, in a smaller scale, for example within an 
endosome, specific microenvironments can reside that differ considerably from 
the surrounding ion concentrations (Scott and Gruenberg 2011). This fact ena-
bles viruses to “learn” to use these changes as a part of their uncoating and 
priming strategies. As shown by us and others, the ions take part in many bio-
logical processes, such as virus uncoating. The susceptibility of each virus on 
different ion concentrations might vary considerably, and this is now easy and 
convenient to study with the novel assay we published (IA). 

5.1.2.2 Albumin is the main priming factor in serum 
Next, we wanted to further investigate the observed virus priming effect of 1% 
serum in cell culture medium. Without added serum, the cell culture medium 
was only very mildly effective on E1 (I Fig. 3A). When serum was added into 
NKMC, an ion solution that was already priming the virus without any addi-
tives, we observed roughly the same amount of primed particles forming, but 
much faster (I Fig. 3B). Without serum, the maximal amount of primed particles 
was formed only at the end of the 3 h measurement period, whereas in the 
presence of albumin, maximal amount of primed particles was present already 
after approximately 30 minutes of incubation at 37°C (I Fig. 3B). It is worth not-
ing, that the uncoating of E1 was shown to start after around 30 minutes post 
infection (Soonsawad et al. 2014). This timing goes well together with our in 
vitro observations here. 

Earlier, Ward and co-workers showed that faf-BSA induced a formation of 
echovirus 12 A particles (Ward et al. 2000). This provided us a clue, that albu-
min could be the decisive factor in serum that caused the virus priming in here. 
Indeed, we saw 0.01% of both BSA as well as faf-BSA providing very similar 
results as 1% serum in MEM and NKMC (I Fig 3C-D). The amount of 0.01% al-
bumin roughly corresponds to the albumin amount in 1% serum (van der 
Vusse, G J 2009). With echovirus 12, similar priming effect was not seen using 
normal BSA as with faf-BSA (Ward et al. 2000). This is rather unexpected, since 
both BSA and faf-BSA contain a high reserve for fatty acid binding (Penn et al. 
2017). However, there might be some differences in the albumin purification 
procedures after 20 years, and the different batches of purified albumin might 
not be totally comparable. Nevertheless, echovirus 12 might act differently than 
E1 in a presence of albumin. 
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After determining the albumin as the factor in serum, that mainly contrib-
ute to the virus priming, we next wanted to define the mechanism behind this 
interaction. The lipid factor inside the pocket of EV capsid is strongly connected 
to the capsid stability (Tuthill et al. 2010). On the other hand, the albumin is 
known to be a strong fatty acid binder and in normal purified form contains re-
serves for further binding (Penn et al. 2017). Thus, we hypothesized, that albu-
min induce E1 priming by sequestering the fatty acid from the pocket of the vi-
rion. To test this, we first measured the amount of faf-BSA in DPBS, that is 
needed for efficient virus priming, and found it to be 10-20 faf-BSA molecules 
per one pocket of the virus (I Fig 3G). This indicates, that rather high number of 
faf-BSA molecules, approximately 600-1200, is needed per virus particle. This 
might be due to the fact, that the pocket factor binding is shown to be a dynam-
ic process with pocket factors going in and out of the pocket (Martikainen et al. 
2015). Thus, high enough amount of faf-BSA is needed for it to be able to “steal” 
enough lipids from the virus, so that the virus particle alteration can start. In a 
way, the 60 pocket factors per virus acts as a fatty acid reserve, buffering the 
conversion into A particles until a critical point. Next we added palmitate, the 
most prevalent fatty acid found from a pocket of bovine enterovirus (Smyth et 
al. 2003), in a solution with 20-fold molar excess of faf-BSA:virus pockets. While 
unimolar ratio of palmitate:faf-BSA showed no protection from virus priming, 
10:1 showed small, 20:1 increased, and 50:1 ratio full protection from the faf-
BSA induced virus priming (I Fig. 3G, 1:1 and 10:1 ratio data not shown). Thus, 
a high amount of palmitate was needed to block the effect of faf-BSA. In this 
process, the faf-BSA could in turn act as a buffer, primarily binding the added 
fatty acids until the concentration grows high enough for a substantial binding 
into the pocket of a virion. Altogether, a physiological faf-BSA concentration 
could prime the E1, and at least 10:1 excess of palmitate was needed to protect 
from the priming. The prevalent ratio of fatty acids and albumin in serum is 
approximately 1:1 (van der Vusse, G J 2009, Abdelmagid et al. 2015) suggesting, 
that the virus particles can be in a primed intermediate state already outside 
cells. However, as echovirus 12 was found to alter into A-particle in a presence 
of faf-BSA but not BSA, different viruses may have higher affinity pocket for the 
fatty acids than E1, thus not releasing the pocket factor as easily. The effect of 
albumin in triggering uncoating of EVs was shown earlier (Ward et al. 2000), 
but to the best of our knowledge, no direct connection of albumin and fatty ac-
ids has been shown before linked to EV priming. 

In summary, using biochemical methods, we showed that both albumin 
and ions can contribute to the virus priming, and that extreme changes in the 
ion concentrations push the virus to uncoat and release the genome. However, 
with this data, we cannot determine the definitive factor(s) that ultimately push, 
or pull, the genome out from the virus capsid. Furthermore, it is highly proba-
ble, that different factors act jointly in an event cascade leading to efficient EV 
priming and uncoating. For example, influenza A virus is shown to require first 
priming with lowered pH, after which elevated potassium can further alter the 
capsid formation that is needed for genome uncoating (Stauffer et al. 2014). 
Thus, only one factor would not lead to efficient uncoating, but the total effect 
of several factors, that can be molecular and cellular, would be enough. This en-
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sures, that the genome uncoating happens in a right cellular compartment with 
a right timing, to increase the possibility for productive infection. 

Depending on the virus type, rather high multiplicity of infection is often 
used in experiments to achieve efficient infection and some of the viruses might 
end up on a route where they do not meet all, or any, of the factors needed for 
efficient uncoating. On the other hand, sometimes viruses might end up infect-
ing “by accident”, for example cells not having receptor for the virus, but get-
ting inside by some non-specific route. One can speculate that extracellular al-
bumin together with endosomal ion changes could prime the virus ready for 
cellular proteins, such as PLA2G16, beta 2 microglobulin and FcRn to be in-
volved in the uncoating process (Heikkila et al. 2010, Staring et al. 2017, Mo-
rosky et al. 2019, Zhao et al. 2019). Furthermore, in a case, where the genome 
egress takes place from the endosomal membrane bound capsid, through a cap-
sid protein induced hole in the endosomal limiting membrane as suggested ear-
lier (Groppelli et al. 2017), the resulting influx of potassium ions through the 
hole from cytoplasm into the capsid and/or endosome, could act as a final trig-
ger for a final genome egress. Such cation permeating pH independent virus-
lipid layer -interaction has previously shown for PV and could take place also 
in a case of E1 (Tosteson and Chow 1997). 

5.1.3 Cryo-EM resolved changes in the primed virus structure 

We wanted to define the structural changes of a virus particle that was treated 
with a combination of ions estimated for lumen of uncoating endosomes, and 
albumin that the virus potentially meets already in the extracellular space. To 
be able to define the structure using cryoEM, we needed a notably higher virus 
concentration than what was used in the fluorescence measurements. This re-
sulted in a slightly different concentration of ions and faf-BSA when compared 
to the 0.01% faf-BSA in NKMC (I Table 1, EM buffer). However, the difference 
between the buffers was small, and it was confirmed that the EM buffer provid-
ed similar results to NKMC (I Fig. 3E). 

Interestingly, after learning how to produce and confirm the formation of 
E1 primed particles in a reproducible way, we noticed that they had a different 
appearance after negative staining in TEM. The intermediate particles were 
darker than the intact particles and yet clearly distinguishable from the empty 
particles (I Fig. 4A). Thus, the intermediate particles of also other EVs could 
possibly be distinguished from the intact particles by this method. Previously, 
the darker appearance of some virus particles was considered to be a result of 
normal variance in negative staining, but after this observation, intermediate 
particles were recognised also from other TEM data of our lab. The intact and 
intermediate particles could not be clearly distinguished in the cryo-EM micro-
graphs due to the typically low contrast of the micrographs without any stain, 
but the 2D averages showed clear differences between the different virus states 
(I Fig. 4B-C). 

We reconstructed the intact and primed particle with a resolution of 3.5 Å 
and 3.6 Å, respectively (I Fig. 4D-E). Altogether, the non-treated intact particle 
was similar to the earlier published X-ray structure of E1 (1EV1) (Filman et al. 
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1998) and almost all amino acids could be modelled into the structure (I Table 
2). In addition, the intact particle contained the pocket factor (I Fig. 5A-C). The 
treated particle was found to be somewhat different to the crystal structure and 
thus resulted in gaps in the modelled amino acids within VP1-3, whereas VP4 
could not be modelled at all (I Table 2). However, partial presence of the VP4 
was confirmed using autoradiography (I Fig. 7). The fatty acid pocket was col-
lapsed and the pocket factor could not be reconstructed (I Fig 5D-F). The treated 
particle was expanded about 4 %, as usually observed with enteroviral A parti-
cles. In addition to the ordered capsid proteins, also the genome nearest to the 
capsid was highly ordered in both particles (I Fig. 4H and K), and connected to 
the capsid VP2 protein at the 2-fold axis (I Fig. 5A) similarly as shown earlier 
for HRV (Pickl-Herk et al. 2013). This connection was maintained in the treated 
particle (I Fig. 5D). Interestingly, the treated particle contained enlarged open-
ing of the 2-fold axis as well as protrusions spanning across the capsid, proba-
bly formed by the N-terminal amino acids of the VP1(I Fig. 6). Similar VP1 N-
terminus protrusions were earlier found for other EV A-particles (Ren et al. 
2013, Butan et al. 2014, Liu et al. 2018). Although left unconfirmed, it seems pos-
sible that the remaining VP4 could contribute to the poorly ordered density, 
both inside the capsid and traversing through the capsid, in the altered particle 
(I Fig. 6C-D). 

In this study, we provided novel structural information about intermedi-
ate EV, E1 particle. Importantly, we demonstrated that the molecular factors, 
ions and albumin, efficiently primed E1 into a form that had many similar fea-
tures as earlier resolved A particle structures of other viruses primed by heat-
ing, receptor binding or low pH. In addition, we showed that two other mem-
bers of EV-Bs, CVA9 and CVB3, provided very similar results in our fluores-
cence assay in 1% S-MEM at 37°C suggesting that, also other EVs might have 
similar tendency for priming and uncoating under physiological albumin and 
altered endosomal ion concentrations (I Fig. 1F). 

5.2 Priming of CVA9 separately with faf-BSA or ions reveals 
their differential effects leading to virus opening 

Similar to E1, many details of CVA9 entry and uncoating are already resolved 
(Marjomaki et al. 2015). However, the same unresolved question remains: what 
makes the virus to transform into an altered intermediate particle and finally 
release its genome (Marjomaki et al. 2015)? With E1, we studied the combined 
effect of ion changes and faf-BSA to the structure of the virus capsid. Here, we 
wanted to study if the same factors, faf-BSA and ion changes, affected similarly 
to the CVA9. Furthermore, we wanted to resolve their separate effects on the 
virus structure. 
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5.2.1 Ions and faf-BSA prime CVA9 

To begin with, we tested the stability of the virus in physiological ion buffer, 
DPBS, using the fluorescence assay developed during the previous study (IA). 
The fluorescence remained low throughout the measurement implying, that the 
virus remained rather stabile in DPBS at 37 °C (II Fig. 1A). However, small 
amount of empty particles were formed during the first 60 min of the meas-
urement whereas, in comparison, no empty particles were observed in a case of 
E1 (II Fig. 1A, I Fig 1B). 

Next, we composed a literature-based ion-buffer mimicking the ion condi-
tions potentially residing inside the uncoating MVBs (Gerasimenko et al. 1998, 
Christensen et al. 2002, Hara-Chikuma et al. 2005, Steinberg et al. 2010, Weinert 
et al. 2010,). CVA9 was found to be more prone to release its genome due to 
changes in ion concentrations than E1 (data not shown). Thus, to achieve higher 
amount of intermediate particle formation, the CVA9 ion-treatment buffer re-
quired a higher, 0.45 mM, concentration of protective calcium than the NKMC 
buffer used for E1 (0.2 mM). The resulting phosphate buffered saline used for 
ion-treatment of CVA9 contained 20 mM NaCl, 30 mM K+, 0.5 mM MgCl2 and 
0.45 mM CaCl2. With this buffer, we observed formation of both intermediate 
and empty particles (II Fig. 1A). The formation of intermediate and empty par-
ticles was also observed using gradient separation of metabolically labelled 
CVA9 (II Fig. 1C). 

Although CVA9 was observed to be more fragile than E1 in low salt buff-
er, the effect of faf-BSA was highly similar for both viruses. In a presence of 0.01 
% faf-BSA in DPBS the virus was efficiently, within 40 minutes, primed into in-
termediate particles with only minor formation of empty particles (II Fig. 1B-C). 
Interestingly, when faf-BSA was added into the ion-treatment buffer, the prim-
ing happened faster, within 20 minutes, after which the virus particles re-
mained similarly stabile as in a presence of faf-BSA in physiological salt buffer 
DPBS (II Fig. 1B). Thus, the combination treatment resulted in faster formation 
of stable intermediate particles in comparison to the factors individually. 

The virus priming was observed to be similarly dependent on the concen-
tration of faf-BSA and added fatty acid palmitate, as with E1. Per one virus 
pocket factor, 10 faf-BSA molecules were needed for efficient intermediate par-
ticle formation, and 20 palmitate molecules per faf-BSA could rescue the virus 
from the transition (II Fig. 1D). Interestingly, we found, that majority of the ion-
treatment caused transition to intermediate particles could also be blocked with 
the same amount of palmitate (II Fig. 1E). 

Altogether, although CVA9 was observed to be somewhat more fragile in 
low-salt buffer than E1, faf-BSA had a very similar effect to it. The effect of faf-
BSA to CVA9 was, in fact, already suggested by our data in the paper I, as 1% S-
MEM could similarly prime both E1 and CVA9 (I Fig. 1F). Furthermore, the 
priming by faf-BSA was found to be concentration dependent and preventable 
with palmitate, as with E1. In addition, we observed that the intermediate parti-
cle formation induced by low-ion buffer could also be blocked with palmitate 
suggesting that the ion induced priming was also, at least partly, dependent on 
the pocket factor release. 
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As discussed in a case of E1, the approximate ratio of albumin and fatty 
acids in serum could result in primed virus particles outside cells. Our results 
here show, that this could be the case also for CVA9. Albumin was found to 
prime also another EV-B, CVB3 (Carson and Cole 2020). Thus, it seems possible, 
that albumin acts as a factor triggering a change from intact to intermediate par-
ticle for a larger group of enteroviruses. 

We used 30 mM potassium concentration in our endosomal ion estima-
tions. However, the concentration is shown to increase up to 50 mM in lyso-
somes (Steinberg et al. 2010) and the normal accumulation of potassium in ma-
turing endosomes was recently shown to be dependent on the normal appear-
ance of cellular cholesterol (Charlton et al. 2019). Interestingly, E1 enter cells in-
side cholesterol rich endosomal structures and furthermore, its infection was 
dependent on the presence of cholesterol (Siljamaki et al. 2013). This could indi-
cate a high potassium concentration inside the MVBs where both E1 and CVA9 
uncoat and release genome. Herein, we showed CVA9 to easily release its ge-
nome in a presence of altered ions including elevated potassium. Furthermore, 
in paper I we showed that even E1 was more resistant for ionic changes, elevat-
ed potassium induced its genome release. Thus, we propose that altered ionic 
conditions including elevated potassium concentration might act as a final trig-
ger for genome release for some enteroviruses, such as E1 and CVA9. 

5.2.2 Ions and faf-BSA induce formation of novel capsid protein clusters 

To study in more detail the possible changes in capsid protein connections 
caused by ion-treatment and 0.01 % faf-BSA in DPBS, we used reducing and 
non-reducing SDS-Page approaches: western blotting, silver staining and auto-
radiography. Western blots using antibodies against VP1, VP2 and VP3 re-
vealed the anticipated bands for each protein in reduced and non-reduced 
samples of both treatments (II Fig. 2A-C). Interestingly, using non-reducing 
sample preparation, additional fainter bands were seen with all used antibod-
ies. With VP1 antibody, the faf-BSA in DPBS showed two additional bands 
around 50-75 kDa (II Fig. 2A). VP2 antibody revealed bands, or areas, around 75 
kDa in both ion-treated and faf-BSA in DPBS treated samples (II Fig. 2B) as did 
also VP3 antibody for faf-BSA in DPBS treated sample. These findings suggest-
ed that new connections between capsid proteins, detected only after non-
reducing sample preparation, were formed. With silver staining also a band 
around 75 kDa was observed in ion-treated non-reduced but not in reduced 
sample or in the control samples (II Fig. 2D). Similar band could not be ob-
served in samples treated with faf-BSA in DPBS or with a combination of faf-
BSA in ion-treatment because the possible band was masked by faf-BSA origi-
nating silver stain signal (II Fig. 2E). However, autoradiography revealing only 
radioactive capsid proteins and not albumin confirmed the formation of similar 
bands around 75 kDa for all three treatments in non-reduced samples (II Fig. 2F, 
white rectangle). 

Another surprising observation could also be made from the autoradiog-
raphy: by visual estimation a clear difference in the amount of VP4 protein be-
tween the samples was seen. About 8 kDa VP4 band was clearly fainter in the 
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ion-treated sample regardless of the same amount of 35S labelled CVA9 used in 
all samples (II Fig. 2F black rectangle). The protein could not simply disappear 
from the sample suggesting that, especially during the ion treatment part of 
VP4 relocated to another molecular weight position in the gel probably due to 
novel connections with other capsid proteins. This was very interesting obser-
vation to us. The existence of VP4 in the altered particle structure has remained 
a bit of a mystery. In early studies it was found to be lost from the A-particles of 
PV, HRV and CVB3 resulting in loss of infectivity (Crowell and Philipson 1971, 
Lonberg-Holm and Korant 1972, Fricks and Hogle 1990, Greve et al. 1991). Fur-
thermore, a clear VP4 occupied density has been missing in thus far published, 
globally induced, A-particle structures. However, cryo-EM maps also contain 
less well resolved areas that may be occupied by disordered or partly missing 
proteins, such as VP4. Thus, additional approaches are needed for more precise 
interpretation of the existence of VP4 in the altered capsid, as was used earlier 
(Ren et al. 2013, Liu et al. 2018) and by us (I Fig. 7). 

Herein, we decided to perform quantified analysis of VP4 that was either 
relocated in the gel, i.e. not found at 8 kDa band due to novel connections with 
other capsid proteins, or detached from the capsid during the treatments using 
silver staining of SDS-Page gels. First, in reducing conditions, we detected ap-
proximately all the VP4 at its expected position after all treatments (II materials 
and methods). Thus, by dialyzing the samples before the reducing sample 
preparation, we could determine the amount of VP4 that was detached from the 
capsid during the treatment. Furthermore, as suggested by the western blots 
and autoradiography, using non-reducing SDS-Page the novel higher molecular 
weight complexes were retained, revealing the part of VP4 that was potentially 
connected to these complexes and thus not found at 8 kDa band. 

Our results showed that during the ion treatment 70 % of VP4 was de-
tached from the capsid and no VP4 was relocated into higher molecular weight 
complexes (II Fig. 3A). This was surprising after the visual interpretation of the 
autoradiography described above. The observed lighter 8 kDa VP4 band in the 
non-reduced ion-treated autoradiography sample suggested more relocation 
than detachment as detached VP4 would have located at the expected 8 kDa 
position in the non-dialysed sample resulting in a darker band (II Fig. 2F). Thus, 
we also analysed the non-dialysed sample, which surprisingly showed that 46 
% of VP4 was relocated (II Table 1). The difference between the dialysed and 
non-dialysed samples suggests that VP4 forms novel but weak interactions or 
connections with capsid proteins that break during the dialysis and release the 
VP4 through the dialysis membrane. The release from the complexes is under-
standable as the VP4 itself does not contain any cysteines needed for sulphide 
bridge formation. Thus, it is probably more loosely bound in complexes formed 
by other capsid proteins by sulphide bridge formation. In combination treat-
ment, faf-BSA with ions, 72 % of VP4 was detached and in addition 15 % was 
relocated (II Fig. 3A). Also in this case, analysis of the non-dialysed sample 
showed more, 34 %, of VP4 to be relocated (II Table 1). When treated with 0.01 
% faf-BSA in DPBS less, 46 %, of VP4 was detached and 18 % relocated (II Fig. 
3A). In this treatment, the amount of relocated VP4 in non-dialysed sample was 
also somewhat higher, 30 %, confirming that part of the VP4 was released from 
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the complexes during the dialysis. However, importantly, when albumin was 
present in the treatment, less VP4 was released in the dialysis. The results sug-
gest that the ion-treatment triggers more radical change in VP4, whereas faf-
BSA has a milder effect, keeping more of the VP4 tightly associated with other 
capsid proteins. In the combination treatment, less of the relocated VP4 was de-
tached during the dialysis than in the ion-treatment, implying that the formed 
connections were stronger in a presence of albumin as suggested also by stabi-
lized intermediate particle in the fluorescence measurement (II Fig. 1B). 

The presence of VP4 in the 75 kDa band of both ion-treatment and 0.01 % 
faf-BSA in DPBS was confirmed using mass spectrometry. The amino acid cov-
erage was highest for VP4 and the presence of all other capsid proteins was also 
confirmed at the 75 kDa band (II Table 1). It is unlikely that the found band 
would contain full protomers, as the combined molecular weight of the capsid 
proteins is around 95 kDa. Therefore, the proteins presumably form different 
aggregates around the same molecular weight, and, in fact, the observed band 
could instead be called 75 kDa “area” because of the wide and unsharp nature 
of the observed silver stain or autoradiography signal. 

Altogether, when thinking of the secondary infection route of the virus, 
the different effects of these factors are sensible. Interaction with albumin out-
side cells results in primed but stable virus particle that still contain majority of 
VP4, needed for retained infectivity and ability for genome release into the cy-
toplasm for many EVs (Fuchs and Blaas 2010, Groppelli et al. 2017). After entry, 
and upon changes in the endosomal ions, more VP4 is released enabling secure 
escort of the genome from the capsid to the cytoplasm, as proposed for po-
liovirus (Groppelli et al. 2017). 

5.2.3 Cryo-EM of ion- and faf-BSA treatments probably show different states 
of A-particles 

Finally, we solved cryo-EM structures of intact, faf-BSA- and ion-treated viruses 
to 3.1, 3.9 and 3.4 Å resolution respectively. The high-resolution map of non-
treated CVA9 accommodated all four capsid proteins (II Table 2), showed den-
sity of the lipid factor (II Fig. 7) and connection between viral genome and 
Trp38 of VP2 close to the 2-fold axis (II Fig. 6). Both structures of the treated vi-
ruses showed 4-5 % capsid expansion and release of the lipid factor, characteris-
tics that are generally thought as hallmarks of the A-particle (II Fig. 5 and 7). 
Most of the VP1-3 but not VP4 could be modelled in the reconstructions of the 
primed particles (II Table 2). In addition, interesting differences between the 
structures were observed. In the ion-treated virus structure, poorly defined 
density was seen on the outside surface of the virus, above the 2-fold opening 
(II Fig. 8B). This density could be structural proteins or viral genome exiting the 
capsid interior, but at the low local resolution it could not be defined. In the faf-
BSA treated virus structure poorly defined area was also detected near the 2-
fold axis, but on the inside of the virus (II Fig. 8C). These findings suggest that 
the structures show two different states during the virus uncoating. 

Recently, also other studies have shown structures of different states of A-
particles of the same virus (Strauss et al. 2017, Shah et al. 2020). Thus, it seems 
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that depending on the priming factor, different semi-stable forms of a virus can 
exist showing different characteristics and degree of uncoating. Herein, we 
show that albumin retains more VP4 within the intermediate particle resulting 
in a more stable and potentially infectious particle with different structural fea-
tures in comparison to ions primed particle, having less VP4, being more prone 
to open and showing more prominent structural changes towards the genome 
release. 

5.3 Detecting the viral genome in vitro and in vivo – development 
of new tools 

Visualising an infection of very small, approximately 30 nm sized, virus is not 
an easy task. For fusion protein techniques, only very limited number of nucleo-
tides can be incorporated into such small and tightly packed viral genome. In 
addition, fusion proteins can be detected only after the genome translation, and 
for visualising the early infection they need to be fused with the capsid proteins 
that could in turn easily affect the infectivity of the virus. Fluorophores can also 
be attached to the capsid surface using different chemically reactive groups. Al-
so in this case, the small size of the capsid becomes a challenge, as not too many 
fluorophores fit the surface and the brightness of the fluorescent signal may be-
come a problem. Even if one is able to visualise and track the virus inside a cell, 
simply following virus capsids does not necessarily provide very meaningful 
information as the destiny of a virus can be hard to determine. A combination 
of dyes can be used to overcome this problem and achieve more accurate in-
formation. 

In this thesis, we focused on developing and characterizing a functional-
ized RNA sensing dye as a tool for imaging virus genome uncoating. To our 
best knowledge, no such functionalized intercalating dyes are available, at least 
commercially. The long-term aim of the dye development is that the genome 
sensing dye could be incorporated to the surface proteins the virus capsid, 
where it could intercalate with the egressed genome. The capsid could be 
stained in combination with another fluorescent dye to follow the virus entry. 
Another strategy would be to attach the dye into a hydrophilic particle, for ex-
ample nanoparticle that would enhance the fluorescence signal. This particle, 
with multiple dyes bound on its surface, could be fed during the infection into 
the same structures with the virus where it could potentially report the genome 
egress. 

5.3.1 SGII, MeS and conjugates 

SYBR-family nucleic acid intercalating dyes are widely used in different fluo-
rescent staining, visualising and measurement strategies. The intercalating dye 
binds to the double stranded nucleic acid resulting up to 1000-fold enhance-
ment in the molecule´s fluorescence as result of a restriction in its torsional mo-
tion (Ihmels et al. 2005, Karunakaran et al. 2006). The structure of many widely 
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used intercalating fluorophores are still unknown. While the structure of a 
DNA binding SYBR Green I was previously resolved (Zipper et al. 2004), the 
structure of RNA binding SGII has remained unresolved. Defining the binding 
properties of the missing fluorescent dyes and understanding the factors that 
contribute to the interaction with RNA or DNA is crucial for development of 
new versatile dyes. 

Herein, we first defined the crystal structure of SGII dye (III Fig. 2 C-D). 
After this, we developed a scheme for synthesis of SGII related dyes (III Scheme 
1) resulting in 5 new molecules. The first molecule MeS, very similar to the SGII
(III Fig. 1), was used as a backbone to produce four different functionalized ver-
sion of it: OH, COOH, NHS and COOMe. The crystal structure of MeS was also
determined (III Fig. 2 A-B), whereas the other molecules did not crystallize
probably due to the long alkyl chains present in the dyes. The reason for having
this 11-carbon chain in between was to minimalize steric hindrance post conju-
gation. The only difference in the structure of SGII and MeS was in the pendant
arm of the molecule. In lowered pH, the longer, N-2-(dimethylamino)-
ethylthiolate arm of SGII can protonate the amino group thus taking on an ad-
ditional positive charge resulting in significantly improved water solubility
over the MeS dye.

The absorption spectra of the novel dyes were similar to that of the SGII 
showing absorption maxima at 479 nm (III Fig. 3, Table 1). The emission maxi-
ma were also similar for all at 505 nm. The synthesized dyes exhibited negligi-
ble fluorescence in the absence of nucleic acid and when bound to nucleic acid 
they showed similar, over 1000-fold, increase in the fluorescence as shown ear-
lier for other intercalating dyes (Ihmels et al. 2005, Karunakaran et al. 2006). The 
MeS showed higher fluorescence than the other synthesized dyes and im-
portantly also higher than SGII with all of the tested double stranded nucleic 
acids (III Fig. 9). None of the fluorophores showed noticeable fluorescence with 
single stranded linear DNA (III Fig. 9). 

Several binding parameters for each dye were defined. The SGII had a 
higher binding constant over MeS, whereas MeS occupied fewer base pairs 
when bound, and showed a higher fluorescence quantum yield (III Table 2). Al-
together, a longer arm in a case of SGI and SGII resulted in stronger binding 
than MeS but required more space. The higher quantum yield and lower re-
quirement of binding sites of MeS resulted in higher obtained fluorescence than 
SGII. Apparently, the adjacent MeS fluorophores were not bound too close to 
each other, as it could result in fluorescence quenching. Whereas MeS was ob-
served to have superior fluorescence over the SGII, the stronger binding of SGII 
over MeS could be profitable in more complex systems, including for example 
cellular environment. However, this remains to be examined. In a case of OH 
and NHS reactive groups, the longer arm resulted in weaker binding probably 
because of a partial negative charge of the arm that hindered the binding to the 
nucleic acid groove. 
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5.3.2 Biological applications 

After defining the chemical details of the newly synthesized dyes, we wanted to 
characterize some of them in several in vitro assays to confirm their usability, 
and also to see if novel information could be gained by using them. 

First, we used MeS in a PaSTRy assay in parallel with SGII that has been 
used also earlier in the assay. The resulting melting curve profiles were highly 
similar (III Fig. 10). As expected according to the dye characterisations, the MeS 
provided a higher fluorescence peak than the SGII. Importantly, we detected 
the genome release also using the NHS-conjugated dye that was bound to free 
lysine residues of the viral capsid (III Fig. 10 inset). Although the amount of de-
tected fluorescence was only a fraction from that of MeS or SGII, the peak was 
evident. The lower fluorescence was expected, as the dye characterization sug-
gested lower fluorescence capabilities, probably due to the long alkyl chain be-
tween the dye and the NHS conjugation. Also, the amount of capsid bound dye 
was remarkably lower than the amount freely diffusing dye in the solution. 

Next, we tested the dyes in the assay we developed in the paper I. Again, 
MeS showed similar fluorescence profile and somewhat higher fluorescence as 
observed in the paper I (III Fig. 11). As in the PaSTRy assay, the virus opening 
was detected with the capsid bound NHS dye with lower fluorescence than 
with the free dye (III Fig. 11). It is, however, worth noting that although the flu-
orescence amount of NHS-conjugated dye remains lower, it is highly localised. 
Thus, inside a cell, the fluorescence could still be detectable because of several 
dyes emitting fluorescence from very exactly localised area. 

After confirming that the MeS worked very similar as SGII in the biologi-
cal applications described above, we wanted to test it in a novel assay, where 
we estimated the amount of double stranded secondary structures in the single 
stranded viral RNA genome. Earlier, some calculation-based estimations have 
been done about the amount of secondary structures in enteroviral genome 
(Simmonds et al. 2004, Davis et al. 2008). Especially the non-translational regions 
are known to include important secondary structures (Mirmomeni et al. 1997, 
Witwer et al. 2001). Also, a commercial PicoGreen dye has been previously used 
to evaluate the single-to-double-strand ratio by defining fluorescence lifetime of 
the dye, when bound to target nucleic acids (Cosa et al. 2001, Beach et al. 2003). 
Here, we evaluated the part of the virus genome that spontaneously formed 
double stranded structures by simply observing the amount of fluorescence. To 
be able to do this, we first studied how much fluorescence MeS showed in a 
presence of 300 ng of RNA which was 30, 60 or 90 % double stranded. 300 ng 
approximately corresponds to the amount of RNA genome contained by 1 µg of 
E1. To compare the features of the different dyes, we made the same measure-
ment using also SGI and SGII. First of all, we earlier showed, that all of these 
dyes showed negligible amount of fluorescence in a presence of linear single 
stranded DNA (III Fig. 9). With this knowledge, we assumed that the detected 
fluorescence originated from the double stranded RNA regions. We measured 
the fluorescence in H2O and were able to show a linear dependence with MeS 
but not with SGI or SGII (III Fig. 12). Then we measured the fluorescence in an 
ion combination that was observed to fully open E1 in paper 1 (I Table 1 and 
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Fig. 2A, solution NK). In this environment, the double stranded dependence of 
MeS fluorescence was not linear all the way to 90 % (III Fig. 13). Nevertheless, 
we were able to determine the amount of double stranded genome of E1 to 
around 51 %. This result provides experimental based estimation of the second-
ary structure in addition to the previously published calculation-based predic-
tions (Simmonds et al. 2004, Davis et al. 2008). Furthermore, the finding suggests 
that in addition to the well described secondary and tertiary structures mainly 
in the untranslated regions of EVs (Mirmomeni et al. 1997, Witwer et al. 2001), 
also other regions of the viral genome forms secondary structures. 

In summary, the challenge in using the intercalating DNA and RNA sens-
ing dyes in live cell imaging is that the dyes are hydrophobic, and thus can 
penetrate through the cellular membranes. As a result, when added on cells, 
they stain all the DNA and RNA inside cells. Here we described a synthesis of a 
SGII like cyanine dye that can be used as a better alternative for SGII. In addi-
tion, its functionalised forms can be incorporated into a virus capsid or other 
solid support to be internalised into cells with the virus. In the future, by using 
this dye, we can hopefully provide novel information about the viral uncoating 
and genome egress. Furthermore, the dye can be attached in principle to any 
reactive group of any molecule meaning that further applications can be devel-
oped according to one´s needs. Finally, we provided important characterization 
of dye properties that affect the binding and brightness. 



6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The main conclusions of this thesis are: 

I Two physiological factors, albumin in the extracellular space, and 
ion conditions estimated to prevail inside uncoating endosomes, 
were found to trigger the formation of primed, intermediate E1 par-
ticle. Combination of these two triggered a faster change in the par-
ticle, and this particle structure shared many characteristics with the 
earlier described intermediate particles for other viruses such as the 
enlarged opening in the 2-fold axis. The priming by albumin was 
dependent on the albumin concentration and could be blocked in 
concentration dependent manner with the fatty acid palmitate. 

II The same factors, albumin and combination of ions were found to 
prime also CVA9. However, CVA9 was found to be more prone to 
opening due to changes in ions. Both biochemical and structural da-
ta suggested that albumin and ions had different effects on the virus 
particle. Albumin resulted in a more stable intermediate particle, 
whereas ion changes resulted in more fragile particle presumably 
closer to the actual genome release. 

III A novel intercalating fluorescent dye, closely resembling SGII, was 
developed. This dye was found to be superior in terms of fluores-
cence but more loosely bound to double stranded nucleic acid than 
SGII. Using the novel dye, the amount of double stranded regions 
in E1 genome could be estimated. Furthermore, different functional-
ised versions of the dye were synthesised, from which the NHS-
modified version, bound to virus capsid, was confirmed to detect 
virus opening in vitro. 
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YHTEENVETO (RÉSUMÉ IN FINNISH) 

Enterovirusten avautumiseen vaikuttavien tekijöiden tutkiminen 

Virukset ovat erittäin pieniä partikkeleita, joiden perimää ympäröi proteiini-
kuori ja lisäksi niitä voi suojata myös lipidivaippa. Mittakaavaltaan virukset 
ovat noin 100-1000 kertaa ihmisen soluja pienempiä. Virukset ovat monesta 
syystä erittäin mielenkiintoisia biologisia partikkeleita. Niillä ei ole omaa ai-
neenvaihduntaa, eivätkä ne siten pysty elollisiin toimintoihin, vaan tarvitsevat 
isäntäsolun ”elääkseen”, eli käytännössä monistuakseen. Monistuttuaan viruk-
set poistuvat isäntäsolusta usein tappamalla sen, jonka jälkeen niiden toiminta 
on jälleen täysin riippuvaisia ympäristöstä. Ne eivät esimerkiksi liiku itse, vaan 
ne ajelehtivat ympäristönsä mukana. Virusten ”toiminta” on siis täysin riippu-
vaista isäntäsolun aineenvaihdunnasta ja ympäristön muutoksista. 
Tästä huolimatta, tai ehkä juuri tästä syystä, virukset ovat ”oppineet” käyttä-
mään hyväkseen monia solujen omia mekanismeja: ne muun muassa pääsevät 
solujen sisään, monistavat proteiininsa ja kasaavat uudet virukset käyttäen hy-
väksi solun omia mekanismeja. Virusten perimä koodaa toki muitakin kuin uu-
sien virusten kokoamiseen tarvittavia proteiineja, jotka muokkaavat isäntäsolun 
toimintaa virukselle suotuisaan suuntaan. Virukset ovat siis oppineet miljoo-
nien tai jopa miljardien vuosien kuluessa paitsi käyttämään hyväksi solujen 
toimintoja, myös muokkaamaan niitä itselleen hyödylliseen suuntaan, vaikka 
ne eivät ole edes eläviä! Nykykäsityksen mukaan virukset eivät missään nimes-
sä ole olleet ihmiselle, tai elämälle yleensä, pelkästään haitallisia, vaan ne ovat 
kulkeneet pitkän evoluution solujen kanssa antaen niille paljon hyödyllisiä 
ominaisuuksia, joita ilman nykyisen kaltainen elämä ei olisi todennäköisesti 
edes mahdollista. Merkittävä osa ihmisen perimästä onkin alun perin peräisin 
viruksilta! 

Virusinfektion pääpiirteet riippuvat muutamasta tärkeästä ominaisuudes-
ta: onko viruksen perimä DNA:ta vai RNA:ta, ja onko perimää ympäröivän pro-
teiinikapsidin ympärillä lisäksi lipidivaippa? Nämä tekijät määrittävät sen, mi-
ten virus pääsee solun sisälle ja minne sen perimän täytyy solun sisällä päästä 
pystyäkseen monistumaan ja tuottamaan proteiineja. Vaipalliset virukset pys-
tyvät sulauttamaan oman vaippansa solun vaippaan, jolloin viruksen sisään-
pääsy on melko yksinkertaista. Vaipattomilla viruksilla ei ole tällaista mahdolli-
suutta, vaan niiden täytyy käynnistää endosytoosi-mekanismi, jota solu käyttää 
normaalisti hyödyllisten aineiden sisäänottoon, ja siirtyä solun sisään sen avul-
la. Solussa DNA:n kanssa työskentelyyn tarvittavat proteiinit löytyvät tumasta, 
kun taas RNA:han tarvittavat työkalut sijaitsevat sen solulimassa. Siten viruk-
sen perimä määrittää sen, pystyykö virus aloittamaan monistumisen solulimas-
sa vai täytyykö sen päästä tuman sisään. Usein virus tarvitsee tiettyihin asioihin 
myös sen omasta perimästä tehtyjä proteiineja. Esimerkiksi, solu ei osaa monis-
taa RNA:ta mallina olevasta RNA-juosteesta, vaan tarvitsee aina mallikseen 
DNA-juosteen. Toisin sanoen solu ei osaa monistaa RNA-viruksen perimää, 
vaan tähän tärkeään tehtävään tarvitaan aina viruksen omasta perimästä muo-
dostettu proteiini. 
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Vaipattomat enterovirukset pääsevät solujen sisään käyttäen solun en-
dosytoosijärjestelmää ja niiden RNA-perimä monistuu ja tuottaa proteiineja so-
lun sytoplasmassa. Sisäänpääsyn sekä RNA:n monistamisen ja proteiinien tuot-
tamisen välissä on kuitenkin yksi elintärkeä askel: normaalisti hyvin vakaan ja 
perimää suojaavan viruksen on pystyttävä avautumaan ja vapauttamaan peri-
mä oikeassa paikassa oikeaan aikaan. Vain tällöin viruksen perimä pääsee vi-
ruksen soluun tuoman vesikkelin sisältä sytoplasmaan, jossa infektio voi varsi-
naisesti alkaa. 

Tämä väitöskirja koostuu kolmesta osatyöstä. Kahdessa niistä tutkittiin B-
ryhmän enterovirusten, echovirus 1 ja coxsackievirus A9, avautumiseen ja pe-
rimän vapauttamiseen johtavia tekijöitä: mikä tai mitkä tekijät saavat perimää 
suojaavan vakaan viruksen avautumaan niin, että se luovuttaa perimänsä oike-
alla hetkellä. Kolmannessa osatyössä kehitimme valomikroskopiassa käytettä-
viä uusia fluoresoivia värimolekyylejä, joiden avulla virusinfektion alku ja pe-
rimän vapautuminen voidaan tulevaisuudessa kuvantaa elävissä soluissa. 

Ensimmäisessä osatyössä löysimme, että kaksi erillistä fysiologista tekijää, 
albumiini ja ionimuutokset, molemmat muuttavat echovirus 1:n natiivista pe-
rusmuotoisesta viruksesta niin kutsutuksi välimuotopartikkeliksi. Näistä teki-
jöistä albumiini sijaitsee pääosin solujen ulkopuolella, kun taas ionimuutokset 
oletettavasti tapahtuvat viruksen solun sisään vieneissä vesikkeleissä. Muodos-
tunut, infektioon tarvittava, välimuotoinen virus on valmistautunut aukea-
maan, mutta edelleen riittävän vakaa suojatakseen perimää sisällään. Löysim-
me myös, että riittävän suuret muutokset ympäröivissä ioniolosuhteissa saivat 
viruksen kokonaan aukeamaan ja perimän vapautumaan. Toisaalta, yhtenä 
luonnollisena tehtävänään rasvoja sitovan albumiinin aiheuttama välimuotoi-
sen partikkelin muodostuminen pystyttiin estämään rasvahapoilla, joita löyde-
tään myös natiivissa viruskapsidissa sijaitsevasta rasvahappotaskusta. Ratkai-
simme myös välimuotoisen viruksen rakenteen ja näimme siinä vastaavanlaisia 
muutoksia, joita on aiemmin havaittu toisten enterovirusten välimuotopartikke-
leilla. Esimerkiksi havaitsimme viruksen proteiinikuoressa tapahtuvan muu-
toksen, jonka kautta perimän on epäilty poistuvan kapsidin sisältä. 

Toisessa osatyössä havaitsimme edellä esiteltyjen tekijöiden, albumiinin ja 
ionimuutosten, aiheuttavan myös coxsackievirus A9 välimuotoisen partikkelin 
synnyn. Myös tämä tapahtuma voitiin estää ylimäärällä viruksesta löytyviä 
rasvahappoja. Lisäksi tutkimme albumiinin ja muuttuneiden ionien erillisiä 
vaikutuksia tarkemmin. Havaitsimmekin, että tekijät aiheuttivat erilaisen virus-
rakenteen. Käyttäen sekä rakenteellista että biokemiallista tutkimustietoa ar-
vioimme, että albumiinin aiheuttama rakenne oli kestävämpi, suojaten parem-
min viruksen perimää kuin ionien aiheuttama rakenne, joka oli epävakaampi ja 
lähempänä lopullista perimän vapautumista. Tämä havainto vahvisti hypotee-
siamme, jonka mukaan virus voi muuttua välimuotopartikkeliksi jo solun ul-
kopuolella kohdatessaan albumiinimolekyylejä. Tämän rakenteen pitää kuiten-
kin olla edelleen hyvin kestävä, ja vasta solun sisällä vesikkeleissä tapahtuvat 
ionimuutokset saavat viruskapsidin yhä epävakaammaksi mahdollisten peri-
män vapauttamisen. 

Kolmannessa osatyössä ratkaisimme paljon käytetyn fluoresoivan merkki-
aineen, SYBR green II rakenteen. Rakenteen avulla kehitimme uuden merkkiai-
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neen, MeS:in, jonka fluoresoivat ominaisuudet tutkia viruksen avautumista 
koeputkessa olivat edeltäjäänsä paremmat. Tämän lisäksi lisäsimme MeS:iin eri-
laisia kemiallisia ryhmiä, joiden MeS voidaan kiinnittää esimerkiksi viruksen 
proteiinikuoren pintaan, jonka jälkeen viruksen avautumisen kuvantaminen 
soluissa on mahdollista. 
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ABSTRACT There is limited information about the molecular triggers leading to
the uncoating of enteroviruses under physiological conditions. Using real-time
spectroscopy and sucrose gradients with radioactively labeled virus, we show at
37°C, the formation of albumin-triggered, metastable uncoating intermediate of
echovirus 1 without receptor engagement. This conversion was blocked by satu-
rating the albumin with fatty acids. High potassium but low sodium and calcium
concentrations, mimicking the endosomal environment, also induced the forma-
tion of a metastable uncoating intermediate of echovirus 1. Together, these fac-
tors boosted the formation of the uncoating intermediate, and the infectivity of
this intermediate was retained, as judged by end-point titration. Cryo-electron
microscopy reconstruction of the virions treated with albumin and high potas-
sium, low sodium, and low calcium concentrations resulted in a 3.6-Å resolution
model revealing a fenestrated capsid showing 4% expansion and loss of the
pocket factor, similarly to altered (A) particles described for other enteroviruses.
The dimer interface between VP2 molecules was opened, the VP1 N termini dis-
ordered and most likely externalized. The RNA was clearly visible, anchored to
the capsid. The results presented here suggest that extracellular albumin, par-
tially saturated with fatty acids, likely leads to the formation of the infectious un-
coating intermediate prior to the engagement with the cellular receptor. In addi-
tion, changes in mono- and divalent cations, likely occurring in endosomes,
promote capsid opening and genome release.

IMPORTANCE There is limited information about the uncoating of enteroviruses un-
der physiological conditions. Here, we focused on physiologically relevant factors
that likely contribute to opening of echovirus 1 and other B-group enteroviruses. By
combining biochemical and structural data, we show that, before entering cells, ex-
tracellular albumin is capable of priming the virus into a metastable yet infectious
intermediate state. The ionic changes that are suggested to occur in endosomes can
further contribute to uncoating and promote genome release, once the viral particle
is endocytosed. Importantly, we provide a detailed high-resolution structure of a vi-
rion after treatment with albumin and a preset ion composition, showing pocket
factor release, capsid expansion, and fenestration and the clearly visible genome still
anchored to the capsid. This study provides valuable information about the physio-
logical factors that contribute to the opening of B group enteroviruses.
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uncoating, virology
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T
he Enterovirus B species consists of tens of clinically relevant viruses, including over
30 serotypes of echoviruses and coxsackievirus B1 to B6 and A9. They can cause a

wide variety of mild and severe infections, and many of them are also associated with
the onset of type I diabetes and coeliac disease (1–4). These viruses infect primarily gut
epithelial cells and are naturally stabile in an acidic environment. The latter important
feature makes the enterovirus B (EV-B) group viruses different from, for example,
rhinoviruses that are known to rely on acidification during virus uncoating (5, 6).

Earlier, we showed that echovirus 1 (E1) and coxsackievirus A9 trigger a clathrin-
independent entry pathway (7–10). Within 15 min of entry, viruses are first localized in
the endosomes that develop into pH-neutral multivesicular bodies. The genome un-
coating continues for up to 2 h postinfection (8, 11, 12). A large number of host cell
factors have been pinpointed as important regulators for the entry of enteroviruses
(13). However, there is very little information on the possible extracellular and coint-
ernalized soluble factors that potentially contribute to uncoating during infection.

Recently, we described a novel uncoating intermediate particle of E1 which formed
during infection and could be isolated from the cells at early stages of infection (14).
This particle proved to be stable, infectious, containing all of its capsid proteins, and still
capable of receptor binding (14). Previously, several studies characterized uncoating
intermediates for entero- and rhinoviruses that have been termed as A- or 135S-
particles based on their altered conformation and lighter sedimentation in sucrose
gradients (15). The formation of these particles has been suggested to be induced by
receptor binding (16, 17), low pH (18), or by nonphysiological high temperatures (19).
They have also been found to exist in purified virus preparations (20). One study
showed that treatment with fatty acid-free bovine serum albumin (BSA) converts
echovirus 12 into A-particles, but the mechanism of action was not investigated further
(21). In addition, there are only few studies reporting what effects other physiological
factors, such as changes in ionic conditions, may have on the virus particle (21–25).
X-ray crystallography as well as cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) and single particle
reconstruction have been used to gain structural information on picornavirus particles
at different stages before genome release (20, 26–33). Due to methodological chal-
lenges, it has been difficult to exactly map the spatiotemporal events during the
uncoating process and to link that to structural information. Furthermore, the physio-
logical conditions in the tissues where virus infection takes place have not been
carefully studied.

Here we show that albumin triggers the uncoating process of E1 at 37°C, in a
manner dependent upon the balance between fatty acids and albumin present. We
further show that changes in mono- and divalent cations, likely reflecting the endo-
somal concentrations, also trigger a slower uncoating process of E1, which is clearly
boosted by albumin.

RESULTS

Serum at physiological temperature drives transformation from intact E1

virion to an uncoating intermediate. In this study, we investigated physiologically
relevant factors that promote the uncoating process of E1. First, we noticed that in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), E1 remained infectious up to 21 days at room tem-
perature, and remarkably, at 37°C, still some virus stayed infectious under such condi-
tions after 5 days (Fig. 1A). A 3-h incubation of E1 in PBS-MgCl2 at 37°C resulted in only
a minor formation of empty virus particles and no formation of the uncoating intermediate,
as detected by real-time fluorescence measurement in the presence or absence of RNase
(Fig. 1B). This finding was further confirmed by gradient centrifugation of 35S-labeled E1
(Fig. 1C). The virus was even more stable in DPBS buffer (PBS containing also CaCl2) (for
buffer compositions see Table 1) throughout the 3-h treatment (Fig. 1B). If enteroviruses are
so stable, what molecules efficiently trigger uncoating in the right location, i.e., endosomes?
We observed that conversion of E1 virions to intermediate particles was significantly
enhanced by treating the virus with cell culture medium containing 1% serum (1% S-MEM):
the SYBR green II fluorescence increased considerably after a 10- to 15-min incubation at
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FIG 1 Echovirus 1 stability. (A) Infectivity of E1 after 1, 5, 15, or 21 days in PBS at 37°C or room temperature. (B) Fluorescence measurement of SYBR green II
(SGII) dye in the presence of 1 �g E1 in PBS-MgCl2 and DPBS with or without RNase during 3 h at 37°C. (C) Sucrose gradient (5% to 20%) separation of 35S-labeled

(Continued on next page)
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37°C, reaching maximal fluorescence around 40 to 50 min (Fig. 1D). At 45 min, approxi-
mately 68% of the intensity originated from intermediate particles and 32% from empty
capsids (Fig. 1D). The increase of both forms was again confirmed by sucrose gradient
centrifugation using 35S E1 (Fig. 1E). A similar effect was also observed by fluorescence
measurements of coxsackievirus B3 and coxsackievirus A9 (Fig. 1F), suggesting that this
phenomenon was not restricted to E1. Virus conversion to the intermediate form was
strictly temperature dependent, as 1% S-MEM did not induce changes in the virus capsid
at room temperature but did induce the formation quickly after raising the temperature to
37°C (Fig. 1G). Altogether, these results show that while E1 is stable in physiological buffers,
1% bovine serum effectively induces formation of the uncoating intermediate and empty
capsids at 37°C.

Ion composition mimicking endosomal conditions also triggers the E1 uncoat-

ing process. Uncoating of E1 and coxsackievirus A9 is known to be independent of
endosome acidification (13), which suggests that ion concentrations other than H�,
such as K�, Na�, Mg2�, and Ca2�, might be more important for E1 uncoating inside the
endosomes. We thus chose a combination of ion concentrations based on the mea-
surements made from endosomes (34–38) and the information provided by Scott and
Gruenberg in their review on endosomal ionic conditions (39) and tested their effect on
promoting E1 uncoating. The “endosomal ionic solution” used in this study contained
20 mM NaCl, 30 mM K�, 0.5 mM MgCl2, and 0.2 mM CaCl2 and is referred to as NKMC.
The spectroscopy results showed that the hypotonic NKMC solution promoted a slow
formation of the uncoating intermediate within a 3-h period at 37°C, as detected by the
gradual increase of fluorescence to a roughly 4-times higher level when normalized to
that of the DPBS treatment (Fig. 2A). Therefore, NKMC facilitates the formation of
mainly porous particles, most of which still contain RNA. Increasing the concentration
of K� (60 mM) in relation to Na� (20 mM) appeared to promote RNA release, suggesting
that the increase of K� found in the endosomes may be an important factor to promote
the final RNA release (Fig. 2A). We also found a larger amount of RNA released when we
omitted the divalent cations from the buffer (i.e., NK solution containing 20 mM NaCl
and 30 mM K� without Mg2� or Ca2�). Without Mg2� or Ca2�, the fluorescence signal
mainly comprised released RNA, indicating the presence of mainly empty capsids (Fig.
2A). This is in line with the previously observed stabilizing effect of divalent cations on
viral particles (24, 40–45). The stabilizing effect of divalent cations was further verified
by complementing the NK solution with different concentrations of Ca2� or Mg2� ions.

FIG 1 Legend (Continued)
E1 when treated for 1 h at 37 °C in PBS-MgCl2 versus nontreated virus at 4°C in PBS-MgCl2. The amounts of different virus populations are shown in the inset.
(D) Fluorescence measurement of SGII dye in the presence of 1 �g E1 in 1% S-MEM at 37°C. In gray, as an example, results of the same virus measurements
before and subtracting the blank measurements. In the presented results of 1% S-MEM, and in all of the presented fluorescence results in this paper, the blank,
which contains all other factors except the virus (gray dotted lines), is subtracted from the measurement with virus (gray solid lines). (E) Sucrose gradient (5%
to 20%) separation of 35S-labeled E1 when treated for 0 to 60 min at 37°C in 1% S-MEM. The amounts of different virus populations are shown in the inset.
(F) Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye in the presence of 1 �g of CVB3 or CVA9 in 1% MEM at 37°C during 3 h. (G) Fluorescence measurements of SGII
dye in the presence of 1 �g E1 in 1% S-MEM at room temperature (23°C) for 60 min after which the multilabel reader heater was turned to 37°C for 90 min.
The transition from room temperature to 37°C lasted about 12 min. In all of the fluorescence measurements, in this and other figures, the y axes are normalized
to the final fluorescence values of the control DPBS treatment (panel B, red solid line). Treatments in each buffer with and without RNase are marked with the
same colors but with dotted and solid lines, respectively. All fluorescence measurements are averages from a minimum of five measurements and the presented
error bars are � standard errors of the means.

TABLE 1 Exact compositions of the buffers used in the paper

Buffer or compound

Concn (mM)

faf-BSA (%) pHNaCl Na2HPO4 Total Na KCl KH2PO4 K2HPO4 Total K MgCl2 CaCl2

PBS 137 8 145 3 2 5 7.34
PBS-MgCl2 137 8 145 3 2 5 2 7.22
DPBS 138 8.1 146.1 2.7 1.5 4.2 0.5 0.9 7.25
NKMC 20 20 6 12 30 0.5 0.2 7.18
NK 20 20 6 12 30 7.25
EM buffer 29 29 5.6 11.2 28 0.145 0.0093 7.28
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Similarly to the NK solution without divalent cations, concentrations of 0.002 and
0.02 mM Ca2�, 100-fold and 10-fold dilutions of Ca2� compared to NKMC, respectively,
as well as 0.005 and 0.05 mM Mg2�, 100-fold and 10-fold dilutions of Mg2� compared
to NKMC, respectively, mainly caused the formation of empty virions (Fig. 2B and C). In
contrast, the presence of 0.2 mM Ca2� or 0.5 mM Mg2� in NK solution prevented RNA
release from a significant number of the virions (Fig. 2B and C, black lines).

We also tested different concentrations of sodium and potassium ranging between
their extra- and intracellular values (extracellular concentrations roughly 140 mM Na�

FIG 2 Virus stability in NK solution with different amounts of K�, Mg2� (M), and Ca2� (C) at 37°C. (A) Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye in the presence
of 1 �g E1 in NKMC, containing 30 mM K phosphate (black lines), NKMC with higher, 60 mM, K phosphate (red lines), and NK (i.e., without Mg2� and Ca2�, blue
lines) solutions. (B) Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye in the presence of 1 �g E1 in NK solution with different amounts of CaCl2 (C � 200 �M, 0.1C � 20
�M, 0.01C � 2 �M). (C) Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye in the presence of 1 �g E1 in NK solutions with different amounts of MgCl2 (M � 500 �M, 0.1M �
50 �M, 0.01M � 5 �M). (D) Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye at 37°C in the presence of 1 �g E1 in either intra- and extracellular Na� and K�

concentrations, combined with intracellular 800 �M MgCl2 and 0.2 �M CaCl2 concentrations. (E and F) Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye at 37°C in the
presence of 1 �g E1 in various Na� and K� concentrations between intra- and extracellular values, but constant intracellular 800 �M MgCl2 and 0.2 �M CaCl2
concentrations.
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and 5 mM K� versus intracellular 5 mM Na� and 140 mM K�). The concentrations of
Mg2� and Ca2� were kept at their cytoplasmic values of 0.8 mM and 0.2 �M, respec-
tively, while we changed Na� and K� concentrations step by step from 5mM to
140 mM and 140 mM to 5 mM, respectively. The results showed that at 37°C, cytoplas-
mic ionic concentrations caused a clear increase in the number of empty virus particles:
RNA release started already within 15 min (Fig. 2D). This suggests that the intracellular
ion concentrations, 140 mM K�, 5 mM Na�, 0.5 mM MgCl2, and 0.2 �M Ca2�, are
effective in promoting RNA release. Notably, the extracellular concentrations of Na�

(high) and K� (low) resulted in the formation of empty particles in the presence of
intracellular Mg2� (0.5 mM) and Ca2� (0.2 �M) concentrations (Fig. 2D). The concen-
trations of K� and Na� between the extremes were less effective at promoting RNA
release (Fig. 2E and F).

In summary, the ionic conditions found in endosomes, with lowered Na� and Ca2�

and higher K� concentrations compared to that in the extracellular space, trigger a
slow uncoating process. Even further reduction in the Ca2� concentration and increase
in K� concentration, as may happen in the endosomes, facilitates also the RNA release
from the virions.

Albumin triggers the E1 uncoating process. Comparison of 1% S-MEM and MEM
without serum clearly showed that serum triggered the uncoating process, resulting in
increases of both the uncoating intermediate and empty virus (Fig. 3A). We then tested
if serum would have any additive effect when administered in the NKMC solution. We
observed a clear increase in the rate of the fluorescence signal appearance: with NKMC,
the maximal fluorescence signal was reached only at the end of the 3-h measurement,
whereas in the presence of 1% serum, this time was shortened to approximately 30 min
(Fig. 3B). Interestingly, with 1% serum, the amount of RNA released from the virions
decreased and the intermediate particles remained stable throughout the measure-
ment.

In order to narrow down the serum components responsible for the boosting effect,
we focused on albumin, as it is the most abundant protein in serum (46). As 1% serum
corresponds to approximately 0.04% albumin solution, we decided to use 0.01% to
0.1% BSA concentrations to see if albumin was responsible for the changes that we
observed with 1% S-MEM. As it is known that albumin is a high-affinity fatty acid carrier
in the blood (46) and the lipid moiety, typically palmitate (47), present in the hydro-
phobic pocket of many enteroviruses is important for the virion stability (15), we tested
also fatty acid-free BSA (faf-BSA) in our experiments.

The spectroscopy measurements showed that both BSA and faf-BSA triggered the
uncoating process in MEM in a similar manner to 1% S-MEM (Fig. 3A and C), suggesting
that the major factor in serum initiating the uncoating process is indeed the serum
albumin. Moreover, both albumin forms promoted serum-like effects in NKMC (Fig. 3D).
After observing that BSA and faf-BSA resulted in similar results as serum in both isotonic
MEM and hypotonic NKMC, we tested faf-BSA in DPBS and saw that it induced the
uncoating process similarly to MEM (Fig. 3E). Spectroscopy analysis of the virus treated
with EM buffer prepared for cryoEM imaging showed a large amount of the uncoating
intermediate particles (Fig. 3E).

Since albumin appeared to be the major factor inducing and boosting the virus
priming, we tested if the addition of fatty acids would prevent the observed effect. We
started with conditions that most efficiently caused RNA release: we treated the
35S-labeled E1 with NK solution supplemented with 0.1% faf-BSA (Fig. 3F, red curve
peak fractions 4 to 9). The presence of approximately 100-fold molar excess of palmi-
tate (400 �M) with respect to the amount of albumin in the assay fully protected the
E1 virions from the structural changes as detected by sucrose gradient analysis (Fig. 3F,
blue curve).

We next explored in more detail the molar ratio between BSA and virus required for
efficient triggering of the uncoating process. We found that an albumin-to-virion ratio
of 1,200:1 (comparable to 0.01% faf-BSA solution with 1 �g of E1 used in spectroscopy
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FIG 3 Serum and albumin promote virus opening at 37°C. (A) Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye in the presence of 1 �g E1 in MEM and 1% S-MEM. (B)
Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye in the presence of 1 �g E1 in NKMC and 1% S-NKMC. (C) Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye in the presence of
1 �g E1 in MEM supplemented with 0.01% BSA or faf-BSA. (D) Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye in the presence of 1 �g E1 in NKMC solution
supplemented with 0.01% BSA or faf-BSA. (E) Fluorescence measurements of SGII dye in the presence of 1 �g E1 in DPBS supplemented with 0.01% faf-BSA

(Continued on next page)
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assays), which corresponds to an albumin-to-hydrophobic pocket ratio of 20:1, effi-
ciently triggered the formation of the uncoating intermediate (Fig. 3G). In contrast, an
albumin-to-virion ratio of 120:1 showed only a mild effect, and a ratio of 17:1 induced
no changes compared to the control condition (data not shown). The virus treatment
with albumin did not significantly increase the amount of empty viruses.

Then we tested the concentration of free fatty acids needed to prevent the uncoat-
ing process. Adding increasing amounts of palmitate to the faf-BSA virus mixture
reduced the formation of uncoating intermediate and concomitantly increased the
amount of intact virions (Fig. 3G). Full protection against uncoating was gained by
adding a 50-fold molar excess of palmitate with respect to the faf-BSA molecules,
whereas a 20-fold excess showed an intermediate effect (Fig. 3G). The effect of a 10-fold
excess was still notable, but an equimolar ratio showed no protection (data not shown).

These results show that albumin is the major component of the serum that triggers
the uncoating process. It further stresses the fact that the net balance between fatty
acids and albumin is important in enterovirus particle uncoating.

Structural details of the treated virion. Having ascertained the physiological
factors that could reproducibly start the uncoating process, we studied the treated
virions by negative staining as well as by cryoEM and single particle reconstruction.
Negatively stained preparations of cryoEM buffer-treated sample revealed three distinct
forms of E1: intact, intermediate, and empty particles (Fig. 4A). In the EM buffer-treated
virus sample, 29% of particles were intact, 65% were intermediate, and 6% were empty
(of 2,108), whereas in nontreated sample, the percentages were 95%, 4%, and 1% (of
2,624), respectively. In cryoEM micrographs, we could not distinguish between intact
and the intermediate particles by eye, but after image analysis and classification, 70%
of all particles were intermediate (23,983 of 34,160) processed from the treated
sample’s micrographs (Fig. 4B). Thus, the reconstruction of the treated particle de-
scribed below represents the averaged structure for the most populated viral particle
in the treated sample. Two-dimensional averages of the control and treated particles
clearly show the density for both the capsid and RNA (Fig. 4C).

Icosahedral reconstruction of the intact E1 virus from the control sample’s cryoEM
micrographs to 3.5-Å resolution was similar to the published X-ray structure PDB
identifier (ID) 1EV1 (48). The atomic model fitted into the intact E1 reconstruction
included the lipid factor in the lipid pocket and density for all four capsid proteins, VP1,
VP2, VP3, and VP4 (Table 2, Fig. 4D, F, G, and H, and Fig. 5A to C) (48). The root mean
square deviation (RMSD) compared to the X-ray structure was 0.77 Å. The intact E1
reconstruction shows icosahedrally averaged RNA density, which has not been reported
earlier (Fig. 4F and H; Fig. 5A). The majority of the RNA follows the outline of the capsid
and is distributed at a distance of 0 to 10 Å from the inner capsid surface, with the
highest density between radii 94 and 113 Å (from the virion center). The RNA has clear
connections around the 2-fold axes of symmetry to Trp 38 of VP2 (Fig. 5A). In addition,
Arg 13 and Arg 27 of VP1 as well as a poorly resolved VP4 loop contact the RNA density.
Similar RNA-capsid interactions involving VP2 Trp 38 and VP1 N terminus have been
described in intact rhinovirus particles (30).

In comparison, the 3.6-Å resolution treated particle reconstruction has undergone a
4% expansion (Fig. 4E, I, J, and K). It was possible to model most of the VP1, VP2, and
VP3 but none of VP4 in the reconstruction (Table 2 and Fig. 5D to F). The atomic
modeling revealed that the capsid expansion occurred through rotation and outwards
translation of the capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3. This results in a fenestrated capsid,
with prominent holes on the edges of the capsid close to the 2-fold axes of symmetry

FIG 3 Legend (Continued)
and in EM buffer. (F) Effect of faf-BSA and fatty acids on virus uncoating and priming using 5% to 20% sucrose gradient analysis of metabolically labeled 35S
E1. Nontreated virus in comparison to fully opened virus (red line; 1 h of incubation with 0.1% faf-BSA NK at 37°C) and fatty acid-rescued virus after addition
of 400 �M palmitate (blue). (G) Virus treated for 1 h at 37°C in DPBS in comparison to DPBS supplemented with 1.5 �M faf-BSA (20:1 ratio of faf-BSA to virus
hydrophobic pockets, red line), or, in addition to 1.5 �M faf-BSA, with increasing (20:1 and 50:1) molar ratio of palmitate to the faf-BSA (light blue and dark blue
lines, respectively).
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FIG 4 Electron microscopy and cryoEM reconstructions of E1 intact and treated virions. (A) Negative stain of E1
after 1 h treatment at 37°C with 29 mM NaCl, 28 mM K, 0.145 mM MgCl2, 0.0093% faf-BSA. (B) Cryo-electron
micrographs of nontreated (control) E1 and E1 after similar treatment to that for panel A. The white arrow indicates
an intact virion, the red arrow an empty particle, and the green arrow an intermediate particle. Bars, 50 nm. (C)
Example of 2D class averages showing intact (control, n � 16,298), treated (n � 2,015), and empty (n � 212) class
averages, where n is the number of particles contributing to the averages shown. Box size is 496 Å (D) Fourier shell
correlation curves for the control E1 reconstruction, giving a resolution of 3.5 Å with a cutoff of 0.143. (E) Fourier
shell correlation curves for the treated particle reconstruction giving a resolution of 3.6 Å with a cutoff of 0.143.
Corrected (black), unmasked (green), masked (blue), and phase randomized masked (red) maps (71). (F) Control E1
reconstruction central plane. Pentagon, triangle, and oval indicate 5-fold, 3-fold, and 2-fold symmetry axes,
respectively. (G) Radially colored isosurface representation of the control E1 reconstruction viewed down a 2-fold
axis of symmetry at 1.5 standard deviations (SDs) above the mean. Pentagons and triangle mark 5-fold and 3-fold
axes, respectively. Two-fold axis is in the middle between the two marked 5-fold axes. (H) Control E1 colored by
local resolution (79). (I) Treated particle reconstruction central plane. (J) Isosurface representation of treated particle
viewed down a 2-fold axis of symmetry at 1.5 SDs above the mean. Radially colored according to the color key in
panel G. (K) Treated particle colored by local resolution. Resolution colored according to the color key in panel H.
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at the VP2 dimer interface, a hallmark of A-particles described for other enteroviruses
(Fig. 4J and Fig. 6A and B). The atomic model emphasizes these holes, somewhat
artificially, as not all the electron density has been accounted for (Fig. 6B and D). The
pocket factor has been released (Fig. 5E and F). The GH loop on VP1, thought to be
important in pocket factor release, has moved, collapsing the pocket. The RNA is clearly
visible, its average conformation has changed, but it still maintains connections to the
capsid via VP2 Trp 38, Glu 40, and Tyr 41 (Fig. 5D). The contacts mediated by the VP1
N termini and VP4 have been lost in the treated particle, but new connections appeared
via the N termini of VP3 below the 5-fold vertices. In the control particle, these VP3
termini interact with VP4. Similar RNA-capsid interactions mediated by VP2 Trp 38 and
VP3 N termini were seen in expanded rhinovirus particles (30). The averaged RNA still
follows the profile of the inner surface of the capsid, but has moved outwards (Fig. 4
to 6), with the highest density between radii 102 and 122 Å. Thus, the RNA is less
densely packed in the treated intermediate particle.

Besides the poorly ordered density inside the capsid assigned to viral RNA, the
difference map between the control reconstruction and the atomic model of intact E1

FIG 5 Comparison of reconstructions and atomic models of control and treated E1 virions. (A) Slab of the virion
atomic model (1EV1) (48) shown in ribbon, fitted into the control E1 density (left). Most of the capsid density is
accounted for by the atomic model, but the inner density from the RNA is not. The upper right inset highlights the
structure of one pentamer with VP4. The lower right inset highlights the interaction of the RNA and VP2 Trp 38 next
to the 2-fold axis. (B) Section of control E1 reconstruction revealing the pocket and the lipid factor. (C) The same
as in panel B with the atomic model fitted. (D) Slab of the treated atomic model (wwPDB deposition ID 6O06)
shown in ribbon, fitted into the treated particle density (left). Most of the capsid density is accounted for by the
atomic model, but the inner density from the RNA is not. The position of the RNA has moved radially outwards as
the capsid expanded, maintaining the 2-fold connections. The upper right inset highlights the structure of one
pentamer without VP4 modeled as there was no apparent density for it. The lower right inset highlights the
interaction of the RNA and VP2 Trp 38 next to the 2-fold axis. (E) Section of treated particle reconstruction revealing
the collapsed pocket and no evident density for the lipid factor. (F) The same as in panel E with the atomic model
fitted. For all panels, EM density shown in transparent gray, lipid factor EM density in orange, VP1 (blue ribbon),
VP2 (cyan ribbon), VP3 (green ribbon), VP4 (yellow ribbon), lipid factor (orange stick). In panels B and E, orange
ovals indicate the corresponding positions of the pocket.
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showed only a small unassigned density in the capsid protein region at the 3-fold axes
of symmetry (Fig. 6C). This unassigned density could be attributed to six unmodeled
residues of the VP2 N terminus (Fig. 6C, red arrows in the inset). The difference map
between the treated particle reconstruction and atomic model revealed a less-well-
ordered lower resolution density near the 2-fold axes spanning the capsid from the
interior to the exterior and at the 5-fold axes on the particle surface (Fig. 6D). The first
modeled residue of the VP1 N terminus (Asn 55) lies in close proximity to the
unassigned density near the 2-fold axis inside the particle; therefore, the unassigned
density could be the VP1 N termini now traversing the capsid and exposed on the
surface of the treated capsid similarly to the interpretation for expanded particles of
other enteroviruses (Fig. 6D, red arrows in the inset) (20, 26, 49). In addition, part of this
poorly ordered density seen on the exterior could be attributed to a flexible VP3 loop
(residues Thr 175 to Asp 183). The poorly defined density seen at the 5-fold axes on the
capsid surface is most likely attributed to disordered loops in VP1 (residues Thr 131 to
Asn 136). Although VP4 could not be modeled in the density, its partial presence in the
treated sample was confirmed by autoradiography (Fig. 7). Moreover, the treated virus
sample showed approximately 2 logs lower infectivity (decrease from 8.23 � 1011 to
1.01 � 1010), confirming our previously published data for the E1 uncoating interme-
diate particle (14). Hence, VP4 could contribute to the poorly ordered density on the
inside of the capsid close to the vertices, attributed primarily to RNA, as well as to the
density spanning the capsid. In corroboration of this finding, the presence of a tiny
amount of VP4 was recently reported in A-particles of enterovirus D68 induced by acid
treatment (49).

DISCUSSION

We showed previously that during entry into cells, E1 undergoes structural changes
that were first discovered as an increased permeability to the small molecule dye, SYBR
green II, and Cs-ions (14). Here, we showed by cryoEM that temperature-dependent
structural changes, under physiological conditions, involved expansion of the virus

TABLE 2 Summary of cryoEM data collection, refinement, and validation statistics

Category

Value

Treated E1 Control E1

Data collection
Voltage (kV) 200 200
Electron exposure (e�/Å2 � s) 30 30
Pixel size (Å) 1.24 1.24
No. of micrographs 1,246 979

Reconstruction
No. of particles 14,615 45,309
B factor (Å2) �70 �70
FSCa threshold 0.143 0.143
Resolution (Å) 3.6 3.5

Model building (aa)b

VP1 (full protein, 281 aa) 55–130 and 137–280 1–281
VP2 (full protein, 261 aa) 12–54 and 58–261 7–261
VP3 (full protein, 239 aa) 3–174 and 184–237 1–239
VP4 (full protein, 68 aa) none 1–14 and 22–68

Model validation
MolProbity score (percentile) 1.25/100thc 1.08/100thd

Ramachandran outliers (%) 4.3 2.06
Poor rotamers (%) 1.7 1.24
Clash score 0 0

aFSC, Fourier shell correlation.
baa, amino acid.
cN � 342, 3.25 Å to 3.85 Å.
dN � 27,675, 0 Å to 99 Å.
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FIG 6 Treated particle expansion and unmodeled cryoEM density. (A) Atomic model of control E1 seen along
2-fold axis. (B) Atomic model of the treated intermediate virion seen along 2-fold axis showing opening
between two VP2 helices. (C) Unmodeled cryoEM density of control E1 (gray isosurface). Inset shows
unmodeled density at the 3-fold axis. Red arrows indicate N termini of VP2 (Cys 7) in the vicinity of unmodeled
density blob. Triangle indicates 3-fold symmetry axis. (D) Unmodeled cryoEM density of the treated virion
(gray isosurface). Inset shows unmodeled density spanning the capsid near 2-fold axis. Red arrows indicate N
termini of VP1 (Asn 55) in the vicinity of the unmodeled density spanning the capsid. Pentagon and oval
indicate 5-fold and 2-fold symmetry axes, respectively. For panels A to D: VP1 (blue), VP2 (cyan), VP3 (green),
VP4 (yellow), lipid factor (orange).
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particle, loosening of the genome packing, loss of the lipid factor, and formation of
larger openings at the VP2 dimer interface, explaining the increased permeability to the
small molecular dye and the resistance to RNase treatment observed previously (14).
We also showed by spectroscopy that serum priming of coxsackievirus B3 and cox-
sackievirus A9 caused similar changes in permeability to that of E1, suggesting that also
other enteroviruses behave similarly (Fig. 1F).

Our in vitro experiments demonstrated two important factors in the serum and
extracellular space affecting the integrity and the dynamics of E1 virion at 37°C,
albumin and fatty acids, one of the most abundant components in the serum and
interstitial fluids. Albumin concentration in serum has been reported as 640 �M (46)
and the albumin-bound fatty acids concentration ranging from 200 to 700 �M in serum
(50). As mentioned before, albumin serves as the major fatty acid carrier in the blood,
with two to three high-affinity and four to five intermediate-affinity binding sites for
fatty acids (46). Also, the fatty acid binding capacities of BSA and faf-BSA have been
measured to be around 4.8 mol and 7 mol per mol albumin, respectively (51). The
measurements further showed that BSA is approximately 50% occupied by serum fatty
acids, meaning that roughly 50% of the fatty acid binding capacity is still left (51).
Furthermore, both Penn et al. (51) and van der Vusse (46) showed that bovine and
human albumin have very similar fatty acid binding capacities, making bovine albumin
a good surrogate for human albumin. These data provide further support that under
physiological conditions, BSA is not saturated with fatty acids. Thus, the most likely
explanation for the increased intermediate particle formation at low fatty acid concen-
tration is the partitioning of the fatty acid moiety from the capsid into a more
hydrophobic environment, such as into the fatty acid binding sites on the albumin.
Higher temperature will result in higher mobility of the fatty acid. Furthermore, the fatty
acid saturation level of albumin has a great effect on capsid stability. This was
demonstrated by the prevention of virus expansion and RNA release using increasing
concentrations of palmitate in comparison to albumin (Fig. 3E and F). Considering the
observed molar excess of fatty acids required to prevent the formation of an albumin-
induced intermediate particle (Fig. 3F), and the approximately 1:1 ratio of albumin and
fatty acids observed in serum, it seems probable that under physiological conditions,
the albumin present outside the cells starts the uncoating process. The ability of faf-BSA
to induce echovirus A-particle formation was previously shown using a radioactive
gradient; however, the nature of this process was not studied further (21). Our results
here explain the mechanism by which faf-BSA induces uncoating in enteroviruses, such
as echoviruses and coxsackieviruses. Moreover, we suggest that the loss of the pocket
factor likely precedes receptor binding, promoting the formation of an infectious
intermediate particle already in the extracellular space.

The expansion of E1 capsid does not affect the receptor, �2I-domain, binding site
(14, 52). However, the expansion does cause changes in the amino acid composition
exposed on the capsid surface, such as the exposure of the VP1 N terminus, which may

FIG 7 Autoradiography observation of 35S-labeled VP4 protein. Metabolically labeled E1, nontreated,
heated to 50°C for 10 min, and EM buffer-treated sample.
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also give rise to new secondary receptor binding sites. If some lipid factors would still
be bound to the capsid in the endosome initially, they could well be exchanged into
the hydrophobic environment of the endosomal membrane that would extract the lipid
factor from the capsid. In support of this hypothesis, albumin readily donates fatty acids
to other fatty acid binding proteins in the vicinity of the plasma membrane. Further-
more, the binding and release of the lipid factor in enteroviruses is known to be a
dynamic process (53, 54). A potential endosomal membrane protein that could help to
sequester the lipid factor is the lipid-modifying enzyme PLA2G16 (55). It is thought to
affect the insertion of VP4 into the endosomal membrane but could potentially help
to sequester the lipid factor too (56).

The next and final step in picornavirus uncoating is the RNA release. Accumulated
results on CVA9 and E1 uncoating show that it starts as early as 15 to 30 min
postinfection, and the extent of uncoating increases strongly until 1 to 2 h postinfection
(57, 58). However, the first signs of replication, including negative- and positive-strand
RNA production, occur as late as 2 h postinfection (59). This suggests that the ambient
endosomal ion conditions develop gradually to better promote the uncoating and the
final RNA release into the cytoplasm. Current information on the intraendosomal ionic
changes over time suggests that the sodium and calcium concentrations in endosomes
decrease during their maturation and potassium concentration rises relative to the
extracellular values (39). Our results demonstrated that a combination of low sodium
and calcium and elevated potassium in the presence of a physiological magnesium
concentration was able to trigger the uncoating process; however, it was more rapid in
the presence of albumin (Fig. 3B and D). Furthermore, in addition to the formation of
the uncoating intermediate, the right combination of ions led to more efficient RNA
release (Fig. 2A) that could be further increased with faf-BSA (Fig. 3E, fluorescence data
not shown). In the lack of thorough absolute ion concentration measurements inside
the endosomes, the present study may underestimate the complexity and actual
combination of the ions present. No ions have been resolved in the X-ray structure of
E1, and so we cannot directly interpret the effects of the ions on the capsid or the RNA
stability. However, both K� and Mg2� ions can stabilize RNA tertiary structures (60).
Thus, we hypothesize that changes in these ions may contribute to the expansion of
the RNA, providing an additional force to promote conformational change in the capsid
and eventual release of the RNA in the endosome. Changes in the Ca2� and Na� ion
concentrations probably affect the protein stability, through electrostatic interactions.
Ca2� has been shown to be important for the capsid stability of many viruses (24,
40–44).

The RNA-capsid interactions were resolved in structures of A-particles published for
several enteroviruses, such as enterovirus 71, coxsackievirus A16, and rhinovirus 2,
suggesting their importance in assisting RNA release (20, 30, 31). The genome is unique
within the capsid; nevertheless, in some picornaviruses, the RNA is so well ordered that
individual bases can be identified, ranging from one base to several (61–66). Here, the
icosahedral reconstructions also showed for the first time details of the RNA, though
not resolved to the atomic level, inside the intact E1 particle and in the uncoating
intermediate structure. The RNA has a high density in proximity to the intact capsid,
which suggests high occupancy, and the probable interaction of the RNA with both the
ordered capsid proteins (notably with VP1, VP4, and VP2 shown in Fig. 5A) and their
disordered termini (67). Trp 38 in VP2, a highly conserved residue in picornaviruses,
points toward ordered RNA (61–66). This interaction between the RNA and capsid is
directly adjacent to the major fenestrations that appear in the treated capsid, where the
RNA has moved radially outwards, maintaining this specific interaction (Fig. 5D).
Interestingly, this RNA-capsid interaction is in proximity to the N terminus of VP1 that
appears to be extruded from the treated capsid, similarly to the VP1 in expanded
poliovirus, coxsackievirus A16, and enterovirus D68 (20, 26, 49). VP4 could not be
identified in the reconstruction, suggesting that it is no longer icosahedrally ordered or
the occupancy is much reduced as suggested also by autoradiography. This implies
that the RNA interaction with the capsid via VP4 under the vertices was significantly
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altered compared to the intact particle (Fig. 5). VP4 may have collapsed into the density
attributed to RNA that is still prominent below the VP3 annulus at the vertices (Fig. 4
and 5). Changes in the RNA packaging density and its interaction with the capsid
proteins, along with the expansion of the particle, are probably also responsible for the
increase in permeability to dye.

Altogether, our results suggest that based on the dynamic nature of albumin-
mediated fatty acid binding and the fact that both albumin and fatty acids are present
outside cells, the majority of the enterovirus particles may reside in a triggered,
intermediate, metastable state before entering cells. According to our results, the
albumin-triggered intermediate state is likely to lead to more-efficient RNA release
when it is further affected by the ambient concentrations of monovalent and divalent
cations in endosomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

E1 production and purification. E1 was produced and purified as described earlier (14). Confluent
5-layer bottles of green monkey kidney (GMK) cells, obtained from the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC), were infected with E1 (Farouk strain; ATCC) for 16 to 20 h at 37°C with 5% CO2. After infection,
the cells and media were collected and lysed with three freeze-thaw cycles. The lysate was pelleted by
centrifugation with a JA-10 rotor (6,080 rpm, 30 min, 4°C), after which, the supernatant was precipitated
for 16 to 20 h at 4°C using polyethylene glycol 6000 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) (8% [wt/vol]), and
NaCl (2.2%[wt/vol]). The precipitated supernatant was then centrifuged with a JA-10 rotor (8,000 rpm,
45 min, 4°C), and the resulting pellet was dissolved in R buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5], 200 mM MgCl2,
10% [wt/vol] glycerol). For disrupting the remaining cellular membranes, 0.3% (wt/vol) sodium deoxy-
cholate (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.6% (vol/vol) Nonidet P-40 (Sigma-Aldrich) were mixed with the superna-
tant and incubated for 30 min on ice. The remaining debris was pelleted by centrifuging in a TX-200 rotor
(4,700 rpm, 15 min, 4°C), and the resulting supernatant was loaded on top of 10-ml linear 10% to 40%
(wt/vol) sucrose gradients in R buffer. The gradients were ultracentrifuged in an SW-41 rotor (30,000 rpm,
3 h, 4°C) and fractioned into 500-�l aliquots. The optical density at 260 nm of each fraction was measured
with a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) to identify fractions
containing virus. These fractions were dialyzed against 2 mM MgCl2-phosphate-buffered saline (PBS-
MgCl2) in a Spectra/Por Micro Float-A-Lyzer with Biotech cellulose ester membranes and 300-kDa cutoff
(Spectrum Laboratories Inc., USA) at 4°C. Finally, the viruses were pelleted by ultracentrifugation using
a 70-Ti rotor (35,000 rpm, 2 h, 4°C) and resuspended in PBS-MgCl2. Several purified virus batches were
used, ranging between 0.5 and 1.3 mg/ml and 1 � 1011 and 1 � 1012 PFU/ml.

35S E1 production and purification. 35S-labeled E1 for gradient analysis was produced in GMK cells
as described earlier (14). Semiconfluent cell culture bottles were washed at 37°C for 15 min with PBS and
infected with E1 (Farouk strain; ATCC) using low-methionine-cysteine medium supplemented with 1%
fetal bovine serum (FBS) for 3 h. After this, the medium was changed into the above-mentioned medium
supplemented with 50 �Ci/ml of [35S]methionine-cysteine, and the infection was allowed to proceed for
16 to 24 h until nearly all of the cells were detached. The cells were lysed via 3 freeze-thaw cycles, and
the cell debris was pelleted using a TX-200 rotor (4,000 rpm for 15 min, 4°C). The supernatant was further
treated with 0.3% (wt/vol) sodium deoxycholate and 0.6% (vol/vol) Nonidet P-40 for 30 min on ice, and
the supernatant was further cleared by centrifugation (TX-200, 4,700 rpm, 15 min, 4°C). The supernatant
was loaded onto the top of a 2-ml 40% sucrose cushion at 4°C. The cushions were ultracentrifuged at
30,000 rpm (SW-41) for 2.5 h at 4°C, after which the liquid above the cushion and one 500-�l fraction
from the cushion were discarded and the three next 500-�l fractions were collected. These fractions were
diluted in PBS-MgCl2; the virus was pelleted by centrifuging at 35,000 rpm (70-Ti) for 2 to 3 h at 4°C, after
which the pellet was resuspended in 1.5 ml of PBS-MgCl2 and the different virus populations were further
separated in a 5% to 20% sucrose gradient in R buffer via gradient centrifugation (35,000 rpm, SW-41, 2 h,
4°C). The virus-containing fractions were identified via liquid scintillation counting (Perkin Elmer, Wal-
tham, MA, USA). The three fractions containing the largest amount of intact virus particles were again
collected and pelleted as above. The resulting pellet was dissolved in 400 �l of PBS-MgCl2, divided into
smaller aliquots, and stored at �80°C after determination of cpm/�l of the 35S E1 stock.

CVB3 and CVA9 production and purification. CVB3 (ATCC Nancy strain) and CVA9 (ATCC Griggs
strain) were purified similarly to E1, except they were separated in 5% to 20% sucrose gradients. From
the gradient, fractions 1 to 10 were discarded and 11 to 20 collected. The collected fractions were diluted
with PBS-MgCl2 to a final volume of 25 ml and concentrated as described for E1.

Endpoint dilution assay. The endpoint dilution infection assay was performed as described earlier
(68). Briefly, GMK cells were cultured in 10% serum-containing MEM and infected with E1 in a dilution
series in the presence of 1% serum. Typically, after 3 days of infection at 37°C, the 96-well plate was
stained with 50 �l of crystal violet stain (8.3 mM crystal violet, 45 mM CaCl2, 10% ethanol, 18.5% formalin,
and 35 mM Tris base) for 10 min. The 50% tissue culture infective dose (TCID50) was determined by
calculating the numbers of infected and uninfected wells for the eight replicates in one 96-well plate at
each dilution. PFU/ml was calculated by multiplying the TCID50/ml value by 0.7 according to the Poisson
distribution estimation.

Real-time fluorescence uncoating measurements. The measurements were performed using a
PerkinElmer 2030 Multilabel Reader Victor X4 with F485 lamp filter and F535 emission filter and 1 s
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counting time. In each measurement, 1 �g of nonlabeled virus (corresponding to 0.77 to 2 �l of
PBS-MgCl2, depending on the stock concentration) was treated in 100 �l of the buffer described for each
experiment in a single well of a 96-well plate (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) in the presence of 10�
SYBR green II fluorescent dye. The composition of the buffers is presented in Table 1. All of the buffers
were neutral in pH ranging between 7.18 and 7.44. Where indicated, RNase A was added to the wells at
a final concentration of 10 �g ml�1. By adding RNase to the assay, we distinguished between the
fluorescence originating from the porous intermediate particles, i.e., from RNA inside the virus capsid
(protected from the RNase activity), and the fluorescence of RNA released from the particles (sensitive to
RNase treatment) indicating the presence of empty particles. Intact virion is inaccessible to the dye and
thus gives a low fluorescence signal (14). For each virus treatment, a corresponding blank well with all
other factors except virus was also measured, and the fluorescence was subtracted to eliminate
fluorescence originating from other factors than the virus. Each well was measured either every minute
or every other minute for a 3-h time period at 37°C if not otherwise stated. The plate was prepared on
ice, from where it was placed into a preheated measurement chamber. The results were processed and
plotted using Microsoft Excel. The error bars in the figures represent the standard errors of the means
from a minimum of five technical replicates from at least two separate biological replicates. In all graphs,
the amount of fluorescence is normalized to the end fluorescence value of the control, 3-h DPBS
treatment.

Gradient analysis. One microliter (approximately 10,000 to 80,000 cpm) of 35S E1 together with 1 �g
of nonradioactive E1 was treated for 1 h at 37°C in 100 �l of the relevant buffer. The samples were then
cooled on ice and loaded onto a cooled 10-ml linear 5% to 20% sucrose gradient. The gradients were
centrifuged using an SW-41 rotor (35,000 rpm, 2 h, 4°C), and 500-�l fractions were collected and mixed
with scintillation cocktail (Ultima Gold MW; Perkin Elmer). The samples were analyzed using Tri-Carb 2910
TR (Perkin Elmer) and plotted in Excel. Every treatment was repeated at least once, and similar effects
were observed.

In the albumin-virus-fatty acid ratio experiment, the molarity of E1 was calculated using molecular
weight estimation of 8 MDa for E1, which resulted in 1.25 nM E1 solution with 1 �g of virus in 100 �l of
buffer. According to this, 1,200 times higher faf-BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, in double-distilled water [ddH2O])
concentration (1.5 �M, 1,200 albumins per virus) was used for a 20:1 ratio of albumin molecules to virus
pocket factors, and 120 times higher concentration was used for a 2:1 ratio; 17 times higher concen-
tration was used for 2:1 ratio between the albumin’s high- to medium-affinity fatty acid binding sites (7
per albumin) versus virus pocket factors (60 per virus). Palmitate (Sigma-Aldrich) from a 15.2 mM stock
in 50% methanol (MeOH) was added at either a 20:1 or 50:1 ratio into the 1.5 �M faf-BSA solution.

EM sample preparation, imaging, particle processing, and model building. Virus sample for
cryoEM and negative staining was prepared as follows. Purified E1 in PBS-MgCl2 buffer at a concentration
of 1.27 �g/�l was mixed with 20 mM NaCl, 30 mM K�, and 0.01% faf-BSA buffer giving a final concen-
tration of 0.1 �g/�l virus, 29 mM NaCl, 28 mM K�, 0.145 mM MgCl2, and 0.0093% faf-BSA (EM buffer) and
incubated for 1 h at 37°C. The uncoating intermediate formation was confirmed by spectroscopy
measurement (Fig. 3E). Control samples were prepared from purified E1 in PBS-MgCl2.

Butvar-coated copper grids were glow discharged (EMS/SC7620 Mini sputter coater), after which the
virus sample was added and incubated for 15 s. The excess virus was blotted away, and the grids were
negatively stained using phosphotungstic acid (H2O, pH 7.4) for 60 s; the excess stain was blotted away.
The samples were stored overnight at room temperature (RT) before imaging with a JEM-1400 (JEOL)
transmission electron microscope (80 kV, Olympus SIS Quemesa bottom-mounted 11 Megapixel charge-
couple-device [CCD] camera, �12,000 to �40,000 magnification).

Sample volumes of 3 �l of control or EM buffer-treated E1 particle were applied to glow-discharged
Quantifoil holey carbon R2/2 grids and vitrified using a custom-made manual plunger. The vitrified
samples were imaged on a 200-kV Talos Arctica microscope equipped with a Falcon III direct electron
detector at a nominal �120,000 magnification corresponding to a calibrated pixel size of 1.24 Å. Each
exposure was 47.8 s long and collected as a movie containing 30 frames with an accumulated dose of
30 e/Å2 using Thermo Fisher Scientific’s automatic data acquisition software.

Dose-fractionated image stacks were aligned using MotionCor2 (69). The contrast transfer function
parameters for each micrograph were estimated using Gctf (70). Images containing drift or astigmatism
were discarded. Particle selection, two-dimensional (2D) classification, initial model generation, and
three-dimensional (3D) classification were performed using RELION 2.1 (71). Final 3D refinement followed
by sharpening (B-factor, �70 Å2) of 45,309 intact particles from control sample (�45% of total particles)
resulted in a 3.5-Å resolution map. After applying the same procedure to 14,615 uncoating intermediate
particles from treated sample (�59% of total particles), a 3.6-Å resolution map was generated.

Model building. A crystal structure of the E1 virion (PDB ID 1EV1) served as an initial starting model
for the intact E1 particle (48). An initial atomic model for the uncoating intermediate particle was
generated using the I-TASSER server (72) based on the crystal structure of the CVA16 uncoating
intermediate (PDB ID 4JGY) (20, 73). The atomic coordinates of the initial models were docked manually
into the electron density maps using UCSF Chimera and further optimized using the “Fit in Map”
command (74). In the case of the intact particle, one residue (Cys 7) was added to the VP2 N terminus
of 1EV1 model using Coot 0.8.8, and the fit was further optimized using molecular dynamics flexible
fitting (MDFF) software used along with NAMD and VMD (69–72, 75). A scale factor of 1 was used to
weigh the contribution of the cryoEM map to the overall potential function used in MDFF. Simulations
included 10,000 steps of minimization and 100,000 steps of molecular dynamics under implicit solvent
conditions with secondary structure restraints in place. The atomic model of the uncoating intermediate
particle was refined in Coot 0.8.8, and this served as an input for MDFF, NAMD, and VMD software
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(75–78). Simulations with scale factor of 1 included 20,000 steps of minimization and 100,000 steps of
molecular dynamics under implicit solvent conditions with secondary structure restraints in place. To
minimize atom clashes in the atomic model processed in MDFF, seven asymmetric units were simulta-
neously refined in MDFF using the same secondary structure restraints as above. To analyze unassigned
density in intact or treated virion reconstruction, the atomic model was converted to 3.5-(intact) or 3.6-Å
(treated) resolution electron density map using the “molmap” command in UCSF Chimera. The map
generated for the accounted density was then subtracted from the reconstruction using the “vop
subtract” command in UCSF Chimera. The treated particle expansion was estimated by measuring the
particle diameter between the 5-fold vertices in intact and treated virions.

Gel separation of viral proteins and autoradiography. One microgram of nonradioactive E1 with
1 �l of 35S E1 (approximately 10,000 to 80,000 cpm) was treated for 1 h at 37°C in EM buffer. Nontreated
virus was used as a VP4 detachment negative control, and virus incubated for 10 min at 50°C was used
as a positive control. Samples were dialyzed against 1 liter of PBS-MgCl2 for 40 min using a Slide-A-Lyzer
mini dialysis device with 10-kDa cutoff (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to remove the possibly detached VP4
from the samples. The samples were boiled for 10 min with the sample buffer and ran in a 4% to 20%
gradient gel (MINI-PROTEAN TGX precast gel; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA). Precision plus
protein standard 10 to 250 kDa (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) was used to distinguish the
molecular weights. The gel was fixed in 30% methanol with 10% acetic acid and treated with autora-
diography enhancer (Enlightning; Perkin Elmer). The gel was dried at 70°C for 2 h (Gel dryer 583; Bio-Rad
Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) and subjected to autoradiography. Protein bands were analyzed
using ImageJ gel analyzer tool.

Data availability. The final density maps have been deposited in the Electron Microscopy Databank
(EMDB; https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/emdb/) with accession codes EMD-4903 (control E1) and EMD-0565
(expanded E1). The atomic models have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (and Worldwide Protein
Data Bank [wwPDB]) with accession codes 6RJF (control E1) and 6O06 (expanded E1). The raw data have
been deposited in the EMPIAR database (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/emdb/empiar/) with deposition
EMPIAR-10284.
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[Abstract] Viruses need to open, i.e., uncoat, in order to release their genomes for efficient replication 

and translation. Especially for non-enveloped viruses, such as enteroviruses, the cues leading to 

uncoating are less well known. The status of the virus has previously been observed mainly by 

transmission electron microscopy using negative staining, cryo electron microscopy, X-ray 

crystallography or gradient separation (reviewed in Tuthill et al., 2010, Myllynen et al., 2016, 

Ruokolainen et al., 2019). However, monitoring of uncoating has been limited by the lack of methods 

detecting dynamic changes of the virions. Here, we present a real-time fluorescence based protocol, 

which detects the viral genome (RNA) during various stages of uncoating in vitro, while RNA is still inside 

the particle that has been expanded before the actual RNA release, and when the RNA has been totally 

released from the viral particle. Our method allows to explore how various molecular factors may 

promote or inhibit virus uncoating. 

Keywords: Picornavirus, Enterovirus, Uncoating, Genome, RNA, RNase, SYBR Green II, Fluorescence 

spectroscopy 

 

[Background] In our previous study, we found that infectious intermediate echovirus 1 particle allows 

SYBR Green II, a RNA intercalating dye, to enter the virus particle (Myllynen et al., 2016). This can be 

observed as an increase of fluorescence and the recorded fluorescence is not susceptible to RNase 

digestion (Myllynen et al., 2016). Using this information, we developed a real-time method to monitor 

virus opening using the SYBR Green II dye and RNase in fluorescence spectroscopy. We could follow 

the fenestration of the particles in real-time at +37 °C, or other temperature of interest, in a 96-well plate 

format by adding SYBR Green II and factors triggering the uncoating, and observing the increase of 

SYBR Green II fluorescence. Addition of RNase into parallel wells allowed us to monitor the extent of 

RNA release from the virions, as RNase readily degrades RNA from the solution, but not from inside of 

the virion (RNAse cannot enter through the small fenestrations inside to the virus particle, Myllynen    

et al., 2016). In case of intact virus particles, only very low amount of fluorescence was observed. As an 

example, in our previous study, a DPBS solution supplemented with 0.01% fatty acid free BSA produced 

high amounts of intermediate echovirus 1 particles. For more details see the original publication 

(Ruokolainen et al., 2019). 
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Materials and Reagents 

 

1. Pipette tips 

2. Sarstedt 96-well plate (Sarstedt, catalog number: 83.3924) (or similar) 

3. 1.5 ml tubes 

4. Purified virus stock (1 g of virus per measured well; stored at -80 °C) 

Purification of enteroviruses can be done using either 5-20% or 10-40% sucrose gradient and 

is described in detail in the original publication (Ruokolainen et al., 2019). Also, CsCl purification 

may be used but it was observed by us to have more variation from batch-to-batch than sucrose 

purified virus. The protocol has been tested and observed to work with echovirus 1 and 

coxsackieviruses A9 and B3 suggesting its wide applicability for enteroviruses and probably for 

picornaviruses in general. 

5. Buffer/solution of your interest 

In our paper we used a wide spectrum of concentrations of different ions and albumin to study 

the virus priming and opening. As an example, DPBS solution supplemented with 0.01% BSA 

resulted in high amount of intermediate virus particles. 

6. SYBR Green II RNA gel stain (Invitrogen; ThermoFisher Scientific, catalog number S7564; 

stored at -20 °C) 

7. RNase A, 10 mg/ml (ThermoFisher Scientific catalog number EN0531; stored at -20 °C) 

8. 150 mM NaCl solution 

9. Ice 

 

Equipment 

 

1. Pipette with a volume range including 100 μl 

2. 8-channel multipipette with a volume range including 50 μl, or similar (optional) 

3. Perkin Elmer 2030 Multilabel Reader Victor X4 (or similar fluorescence plate reader with suitable 

filter options) 

 

Software 

 

1. Perkin Elmer 2030 Manager 

2. Microsoft Excel 

 

Procedure 

 

A. Sample preparation 

1. Place the 96-well plate on ice to cool down. 
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Note: You can use a metal plate on top of ice to make the surface even and the plate easy to 

handle. 

2. Cool down the solution(s) of interest on ice. 

3. Make 1:10 dilution from the 10,000x SYBR Green II stock solution. You can use ddH2O or the 

solution of interest to make the dilution. If the solution of interest is very exactly defined, then 

preferably use it for the dilution to keep the conditions unchanged (as ddH2O will change/dilute 

the solution). Avoid exposing the SYBR Green II to bright light. 

4. Pipette 450 μl of the solution of interest into two 1.5 ml tubes. You can have many different 

solutions of interest in one 96-well plate measurement. i.e., many pairs of 1.5 ml tubes. Up to 

seven different solutions of interest can be applied into one 96-well plate (see Figure 1 for 

example). 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of 96-well plate with 7 different solutions of interest (highlighted with 

different colors) and three replicates of virus with a background control without virus, all 

measured with and without RNase. Rows A and H, and columns 1 and 12 are left empty. 

 

5. Add 4.5 μl of the previously diluted SYBR Green II into both 1.5 ml tubes. 

6. Add 4.5 μl of the RNase A into one of the 1.5 ml tube in a final concentration of 10 μg/ml. 

Preferably use high concentrated stock to negate the buffer effect to the solution of interest. We 

use pre-diluted 1 mg/ml RNase stock in 150 mM NaCl, i.e., 1 μl of RNase in 100 μl of solution 

of interest. Add 4.5 μl of 150 mM NaCl solution without RNase A into the other tube to keep the 

ion concentrations identical. 

7. Mix the 1.5 ml tubes well and pipette 100 μl into four adjacent wells of the 96-well plate. Keep 

the plate on ice. Do not use rows A and H and columns 1 and 12 since the proximity of the plate 

edge might affect the measurement. See Figure 1 for an example. Avoid bubbles. Easiest way 

to avoid them is to use reverse pipetting for mixing and placing the liquid into the wells. In reverse 

pipetting, press the pipette cylinder all the way down before taking the adjusted volume inside 

the tip, resulting in extra volume inside the tip when mixing the solution. Then the volume only 

up to the first step is pipetted out in the well before sucking in the next volume etc. (For further 

details, see for example Good Laboratory Pipetting Guide https://assets.thermofisher.com/TFS-
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Assets/LSG/brochures/D16542.pdf.) 

8. Add 1 μg of virus into each of the three first wells of a solution and leave the fourth well without 

the virus to measure the background fluorescence of the solution. Somewhat lower virus amount, 

at least down to 0.5 μg, may also be applicable. However, if the solution of interest contains 

molecules that cause background fluorescence (such as BSA in our case) the signal-to-noise 

ratio might be low and the results less reliable. Also, preferably use a concentrated virus stock 

so that adding of the virus in a buffer will not change the chemical concentrations too much. On 

the other hand, too concentrated stock may add to the pipetting error. Optimal virus stock 

concentration would be around 1 μg/μl, i.e., 1 μl of the virus stock would be added per well. 

9. Mix the wells. Avoid bubbles. Easiest way is to use 8-channel multipipette and reverse pipetting. 

10. Keep the plate on ice, cover with aluminium folio and transfer to the fluorescence plate reader. 

11. Sample preparation in short: 

a. Take 450 μl of solution of interest in two 1.5 ml tubes, tube A and tube B. Keep the tubes on 

ice. 

b. Add 4.5 μl of pre-diluted 1,000x SYBR Green II in both tubes A and B. 

c. Add 4.5 μl of RNase A from 1 mg/ml stock only into tube B to a final concentration of      

10 μg/ml. 

d. Mix both tubes carefully and transfer 100 μl of the solution into four adjacent wells from each 

tube, i.e., 8 wells in total. 

e. Pipette 1 μg of virus into 3 first wells transferred from tube A and leave the fourth well without 

virus. Do the same for the wells transferred from tube B that has the RNase A. 

f. Mix well and avoid air bubbles. Protect from light, keep on ice and transfer to the 

measurement device. 

 

B. Fluorescence measurement 

1. Prepare a measuring protocol using appropriate filters to measure SYBR Green II. With the 

Perkin Elmer 2030 Multilabel Reader Victor X4 use CW-Lamp Filter F485 and emission filter 

F535. Use CW-Lamp energy of 14,592 (or similar value around 15,000) and counting time of 1 

second. Use measurement height with “user defined” -option of 13 mm and Plate type of “Generic 

8x12 size plate”. Save the protocol for later use. 

2. Mark the wells to measure, measure each plate 90 times (Using 90 repeats and two-minute gap 

between the repeats results in total of 3-hour measurement. To use some other total measuring 

time adjust the field of “measure each plate” accordingly) and delay between repeats 0 s. Pre-

run the protocol and time how long one round of measurements takes. To measure each well 

every two min, subtract the time taken by one round of measurements from 120 s and place the 

result into “delay between repeats” -field. For example, if the time to measure the wells in your 

experiment takes 30 s, subtract this from 120 s and place the resulting 90 s into “delay between 

repeats”. In this way the plate reader waits 90 s after the first round of measurements before 

starting to take the next ones and, as a result, every well is measured exactly every 2 min. Note, 
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that when changing the amount of wells in your measurement, the “delay between repeats” needs 

to be adjusted accordingly. 

3. Pre-heat the plate reader to +37 °C or to any other temperature you wish to measure in. The 

plate reader takes some time to heat up, so do this before starting to prepare the samples and 

the plate. 

4. Place the previously prepared plate inside the plate reader with the lid on, but without the 

aluminium folio. 

5. Start the protocol. 

 

C. Data handling 

1. Export the data into Excel. 

2. Subtract the fluorescence background of each solution at each time point from the fluorescence 

of the same solution with the virus. Do this for all three replicates. 

3. Calculate average of the three replicates. Calculate the standard deviation and the standard 

error of the mean. 

4. Plot the data into a graph. 

 

Data analysis 

 

After plotting the graphs, first of all the results with the same solution with and without RNase should 

be compared. Fluorescence without the RNase presents the fluorescence originating from the 

empty and expanded particles. Fluorescence with the RNase presents the fluorescence originating 

from the expanded particles and the difference between the conditions with and without RNase 

originates from the empty capsids. Also, a measurement in virus storage buffer, or in another stabile 

environment for the virus, should be performed to verify the stability status of the unmodified virus, 

which should result in low amount of fluorescence. After comparing the measurements with and 

without RNase in one solution, one can also compare the results between different solutions. At 

least the proportion of different virus states can be compared. See Figure 2 as an example of 

measurements monitoring stable virus (only small increase in fluorescence), virus priming 

(increased fluorescence and only small decrease of signal with RNase treatment) and virus opening 

(increased fluorescence but loss of fluorescence after RNase addition). 

  When comparing the absolute fluorescence values, one must remember that the fluorescence 

potency of SYBR Green II might be somewhat affected by the surrounding conditions. In order to 

verify the proportional share of different states of the virions, other methods are recommended such 

as negative staining with TEM or cryo-EM. 
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Figure 2. Example of three cases: protective conditions where the virus stays more or less 

unchanged (black curves), priming conditions where the virus mainly converts to primed and 

expanded intermediate form (blue curves), and opening conditions where the virus releases 

its RNA (red curves). For each condition, the fluorescence below the dotted line originates from 

the expanded particles since the RNase cannot enter inside the primed or intact particles, and the 

fluorescence from between the solid and dotted lines originates from the externalized genomes as 

the RNase abolishes the fluorescence. 

 

Notes 

 

Depending on the reproducibility of your virus purification, different batches of purified viruses might 

show different degree of virus priming and opening. Especially, we observed CsCl purified virus 

batches to have more variability than sucrose purified. Unpurified culture supernatants contain 

several contaminants that probably add into background fluorescence and lower the quality of the 

outcome and they might have also too low a virus concentration. For the reasons mentioned above, 

always verify the usability of a new batch of virus with some well known controls. 
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